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100W
Putting around
waiver
can be
bypassed

Athletes gain
support from
A.S. board

By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
Students wanting to bypass the
100W writing requirement, provided
their majors allows it, can now do so
by paying $25 instead of $50.
Starting this fall, SJSU will no
longer require a waiver exam, said
Cynthia Margolin, associate dean for
academic advisement and retention
Instead, the Writing Skills Test will
serve as both the 100W pre-test and
the waiver exam.
Under the old policy, students
wishing to waive the requirement
would have had to take both tests.
Each costs $25.
Margolin, who works in the General Education Advisement Center.
said the administration wanted "to
save students money. Also we
thought it wasn’t very efficient to
give two tests."
Fearing that students might think
G.E. was "ripping them off" because of the 100W test fee. Margolin
said the department has searched for
ways to spare expenses.
By eliminating the waiver exam.
she said, "We’re saving money for
the students. But we’re not saving
any money."
Starting this fall, students enrolled
in the junior level writing workshop
(100W) must pass the WST before
they can actually take the class. The
administration adopted the policy to
screen students who can’t yet handle
100W’ s courseload.
To compensate for the Writing
Workshop Waiver Exam, the WST
now offers two sets of cut-off scores:
To take the 100W class, students must score 23 out of a possible
45 on the objective (multiple choice)
part of the test or score seven out of
12 on the essay section.
To waive the 100W requirement
(without units), students must score
39 on the objective part or 33 to 38
with an essay score of 10.

By Jennifer Truman
Daily staff writer
The SJSU Athletics Board has
made a unanimous recommendation
to President Gail Fullerton to cut the
wrestling program, Associated Students President Michael McLennan
said at the board of director’s meeting Wednesday.
The Athletics Board was deadlocked in their recommendations for
field hockey and track.
The final decision on the destiny
of these sports will be made by Fullerton.
At a news conference Tuesday,
Fullerton said her decision would be
made by next Tuesday.
All three sports made presentations at Wednesday’s meeting and
earned the unanimous support of the
A.S. board for the presented resolution. About 40 athletes attended the
meeting to present a petition with 1,600 signatures supporting minor
sports.
McLennan passed an executive
order to suspend funding to intercollegiate athletics pending the A.S. examination of the program cuts.
Intercollegiate athletics currently
receive a total of $301.640 from
Wiggsy Sivertsen,
combined Instructionally Related
SJSU counselor
Activities and A.S. funding.
Athlete representatives Neil Leford (track) and Gina Sutherst (field Wiggsy Sivensen advised the athhockey) and wrestling coach Kevin letes on how to approach the A.S.
Hejnal presented facts and emotions board and what to present to them.
of the effect a program cut would
"You all have to contact your
have on the athletes’ academics.
support," Sivensen said. "We need
Sutherst said that with the cut of to call the media and get their attenfield hockey the university will lose tion. You need to go into the meet25 percent of its female representa- ing organized, to give yourself some
tion in athletics.
credibility.
The cutbacks are to provide a bud"The problem you have to realize
get for three new positions in the di- isn’t only raising money. Sivcnsen
vision of intercollegiate athletics. said. "We’re talking about on -going
which would include a drug abuse salaries."
drug prevention counselor, a weight
The athlete’s defense is that a
training and conditioning coach, and number of scholarship athletes will
a full-time academic monitor.
be hurt or even have tel drop out of
Tuesday night SJSU Counselor
See ATHLETES, back poet.

As before, however, some schools
and departments won’t accept a
waiver of 100W. Margolin said
Among them are the history depart
ment and the schools of engineering
and business.
Margolin urged students to
"check with your major advisers"
about the possibility of waiving the
exam. Although most departments
won’t change their policy, she said
they can under special circumstances.
Any department can apply subSee 100W, buck page

’We can’t argue with
the reality that
President Fullerton
is committed to
haying a Division -I
football team.’

Inflation decreases
library’s purchases
Paul Scott, a junior majoring in business, putts a
Fifteen looter while Torn Eagen lkft), a Spartan

Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer
baseball team member, sees jilt is lined up. l’he
green is in front of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

Groups will push bill at convention
By Dan’ Parkin
Daily staff writer
A coalition of third world students
plan to force an educational bill onto
the floor of the Democratic convention and make education a national
election issue.
They will meet with Democratic
presidential candidate Jesse Jackson
as well as John Dukakis, the son and
southern campaign manager of presidential candidate Michael Dukakis.
at Stanford University on Saturday
to discuss the proposed bill.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
0-San Jose, will be the keynote
speaker for the all -day conference.

’Students will gain awareness on the
candidates’ positions on education.’
Carmelita Gutierrez,
treasurer of MEChA
"We will leave the conference
knowing that we made the presidential candidates accountable to the
students. ’ said Carrnelita Gutierrez,
SJSU student and treasurer of
MEChA. a Latino/Chicano student
association.
"Students will gain awareness on

the candidates’ positions on education, and also awareness of different
cultures," Gutierrez said.
The bill was originally drafted
during a third world student educational conference at University of
California at Berek ley.
The group has combined the mi-

Directors lobby for student rights
By Jim Hart
bill.
Daily stall writer
"Even if you are not guilty, it takes six to 12 months
Student representatives took a stand against a legis- to clarify that you are not in default," Warren said.
lative bill titled "Student Loan Defaults" which would
Warren also said, according to the bill, a student is
cause students who fail to pay back student loans to have still considered to be in default if they arc making partial
their transcripts withheld.
payments.
Deborah Warren, director of non-traditional student
Terry McCarthy. A.S. vice president and presidentaffairs-elect, made the Sacramento trip last weekend elect, does not have much optimism for the bill.
with four Associated Student Board members to attend
"I don’t know if there is whole lot of support (for the
seminars and discussions about several different legis- bill)," McCarthy said.
lative bills.
An assembly bill offered by Senator John Vasconcel"The object (of the seminars) is to get students more los, 1)-San Jose, titled "Differential Treatment" also
aware and involved in state issues," Warren said.
was discussed in Sacramento.
According to Senator Gary Hart, who initiated the
The bill urges the California Postsecondary Educa"Student Loan Defaults" bill, California State Univer- tion Commission to develop options for identifying and
sity student borrowers would have their services with- addressing differential treatment in colleges throughout
held until payment was made.
the nation.
The bill focuses on resolving conflict that originates
Warren said there are several reasons to be in opposifrom differences in gender and race. It also deals with
tion to this bill.
"Students who have defaulted have their transcripts sexual and racial slurs on campus and how women and
withheld. A loan needs to he paid back by a job that re- ethnic minorities are treated differently in the classroom
than their white male counterparts
quires transcripts.’’ Warren said.
Among the issues of gender and race. Warren said
The chance that innocent students will be accidentally penalized is another reason Warren is against the she would like to include disabled students on the bill.

nority student organizations to add
strength and numbers to their cause.
Gutierrez said the organizers hope
students of all backgrounds will attend the conference because "racism
is still going to exist if people don’t
get tel know each other.
"We have to change this because
when you look at California. it really
is a multi -cultural society." she
said.
The issues they have addressed include the 1988 admission requirements, the retention rate of minorities and high school recruitment.
Students are invited to attend the
conference beginning at 9 a.m. in
the Stanford Memorial Auditorium.

By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Looking for a periodical or book
at SJSU may become an even more
frustrating experience.
A resolution. approved Monday
by the Academic Senate, cites inflation and budget restraints as contributors to students’ resource -material
locating woes.
"The average price of a book increased 158 percent. and the average
price of perodicals increased 428
percent from 1970 to 1985." Senator Sandra Kajiwara said.
"We have not been funded for inflation." Kajiwara said about the library ’s budget.
The Academic Senate’s Instruction and Research Committee presented a petition to Kajiwara urging
adequate inflationary funding adjustments to the annual library materials
budget formula.
The pet;tion wa.- signed by five
department chairmeri and one acting
department chairman.
The departments supporting a

movement to change the wanner in
which the libray is funded include:
An. Humanities. Philosophy. Political Science. Social Science and
Theatre Arts.
The petition states, "Not only are
we talking about an absolute decline
in numbers of books and periodicals
but, much worse, a gradual ’aging’
in the quality. of materials provided
by the Library.
"This would almost be bearable if
there was an adequate interlibrary
loan system. But the fact is that it
costs the Library eight to ten dollars
per interlibrary loan request .
Data from SJSU’s library states
reasons why users did not obtain
materials from the results of an April
1988 document availability survey.
The survey states. "PeriodiUser on the average found
cals
58.8 percent of all items needed 1838
items needed; 493 items found; 345
not found.
Also stated in the survey are speSee LIBRARY’, hack page

Speaker educates
audience on races
By Duni l’arkin
and Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writers
The message of pluralism and peace
between races was brought to SJSU by a
widely respected figure in education.
Niara Sudarkasa, president of Lincoln
University, the nation’s oldest black college, spoke to more than 250 SJSU students and faculty Wednesday.
The prolific anthropologist provided
modem insights into education and the
means to its improvement.
She said there are many myths that are
part of the accepted educational culture.
Sudarkasa called it "social science
fiction."
The majority of scholars say EgypSee SPEAKER, back page
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Lincoln I nhersity President Niara Sudarkasa addresses students about having a peaceful coexistence bow een the races.
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Test your
news IQ
Associated Press
/fini. much do you remember about the stories
that have been in the news recently? If you score
fewer than five correct answers. .117U have been
spending too much time on the crossword. If you
get eight or more right, you rate an "A.’
I . President Reagan addressed the National
Strategy Council in Chicago and: (a) said he expected to sign a new treaty on long-range strategic
missiles at the Moscow summit meetirig; (b)
praised Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev for the
Iniman rights reforms he’s begun; lc) criticized the
is lets’ role in Afghanistan and doubted they’d
keep their pledge to withdraw.
2. A Philadelphia grand jury: (a) cleared city officials of criminal liability for death and destruction
resulting from the city’s 1985 confrontation with
he radical group MOVE; (b) found city officials
had acted with criminal intent; lc) expressed no
criticism of city officials.
3. Transportation Secretary Jim Burnley said
raising the speed limit to 65 miles per hour on some
rural stretches of Interstate highways had: (a) resulted in lower rates of traffic accidents; (b) resulted in higher rates of traffic fatalities; (c) had no
effect on the traffic fatalities.
4. The House voted 223-195 to provide $3.5
billion for the Star Wars missile defense system, a
sum which is: (a) less than President Reagan had
asked for in the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1; (b)
considerably above the current budget for the program; (c) more than the administration had asked
for.
5. Data from an annual report of the College
Board showed that during the 1980s: (a) the number
of pan -time students has declined; (b) the number
cu full-time college students receiving financial aid
has dropped to fewer than 50 percent; (c) the average freshman class was down in size.
h. Hundreds of thousands of residents were
dealing with an unprecented water crisis, reflecting
regional drought, in a capital city: (a) New Delhi.
India; (b) Cairo. Egypt; (c) Brasilia. Brazil.
7. The Environmental Protection Agency said
the largest urban area to have no violations of federal clean air standards for either ozone or carbon
monoxide last year was: (a) New Orleans; (b) Kan
SaS (.11). (C) Denver.
8. A chief policy -making body voted to maintain its position that homosexual behavior is "inpatible with Christian teaching" and a bar to
the ordained ministry. The voters were delegates at
the General Conference of: la) the American Baptist Association; (b) the United Methodist Church;
(c) the American Lutheran Church.
9. The Commerce Department issued its annual
ranking of per capita income in 317 metropolitan
areas, together with the observation that the gap between the municipal haves and the have-nots was:
(a) narrowing: (b) remaining steady; to widening.
10. Hundreds of devotees of "The Duke"
cheered as the town’s busiest street was renamed
John Wayne Drive in honor of its most famous native. That town is: (a) Springdale, Utah; (b) Winterset. Iowa. tel Sunset. Texas.
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Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen’? Do you
have an interest in politics or social issues’? Do you like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Then consider having your work published in the Spartan Daily next semester.
The entire campus can enjoy your work
and you get the chance to voice your beliefs on the Forum Page.
Regular contributors can even sign up
to earn university credit. Just bring a few
examples of your talent and your work
may be enjoyed by the entire campus community.

WILL
GEMINI (MAY 2) TO JUNE 21): A 1203E3L& sirup,Tiols) AT THE OF-FICE
REQUIRE YOUR RILL ATTENTION IMPORTAINIrGAREERcisift-gt)ING:

Letters to the Editor
Stop group’s hazing
Editor,
On April 28, I walked down 10th
Street to see some hazing. Hazing,
you may ask’? At good old SJSU?
Yes, and not by whom you might
think. No. this group was not a social fraternity or black fraternity, the
two groups most openly accused of
hazing. This group was a scholastic
fraternity, Chi Pi Sigma.
The actives had their pledges on
the front lawn, wearing ripped
clothes. One young woman appeared
to be in her slip. They were being repeatedly pelted in the face with eggs.
They were being screamed at and
called names. Actives were throwing
eggs several feet in the air and demanding that the pledges catch them
with some part of their face. What
made this scene even more alarming
was that these young men and
women are administration of justice
majors, the future law enforcers of
our society.
Now I am sure the members of
Chi Pi Sigma will write in to explain
their actions and inform us about the
deep meanings behind their so-called
"private ritual.- Oh yes, I got a
nice, patronizing explanation about
how this event was a private ritual
and how it would be stopped unless I
left. I even got my picture taken and
an escort down the street, away from
the festivities. When I asked why
such a private ceremony was held in
the front yard of their house. I was
informed that the backyard was "occupied right now." They were probably greasing the pig.
As a member of an SJSU sorority.
I am very familiar with rituals and
ceremonies. Ours are very simple
and beautiful, but there is no mention of egg -throwing. I find more understanding for the men of Alpha Phi
Alpha holding up the burdens of
brotherhood, than for future police
officers bashing each other with
eggs.
The many fraternities outside of
the IFC/NPC system are virtually
free from restrictions and policies regarding the treatment of their
pledges. They can do whatever they
like even if it means causing injury
to a person or their pride. Hazing is
an activity that endangers or degrades a person. What Chi Pi Sigma
was doing was hazing. What can we
do about it’? Not much. Since the
group is not part of IFC. no rules can
be brought to their attention. The
fraternity cannot be brought up on
IFC violations, or be forced to pay
the penalties their actions demand.
They just get to continue hazing,
making a bad name for all Greeks.
I hope that hazing will lose its
prominence in fraternities. I hope
that this letter will effect someone
out there, and maybe change their
minds about joining such a group. I
hope that the men and women who
withstood this ritual find it worth it
that their loyalty was not pledged
in vain
Janeen Vitalie
Senior
Graphk Design

Anyone interested in contributing ei-

Daily not a gooa paper

ther political cartoons or arranging to draw

Editor,
In my opinion. the Spartan Daily
is not such a good paper despite its
’grammatical mistakes. The Daily
!seems to be very picky on what goes
into the paper, yet will print anything in the paper. One thing that I
have noticed about the Daily is that it
seems to downgrade black fraternities and sororities. The article that

specific illustrations for stories on a case by -case basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, fall semester editor in chief, or Mike
Lewis, fall semester Forum Page editor at
924-3280.

gave me this idea was the article critiguing the Greek Show. This was
presented in the article Printed Pet
17.
The Greek Show was a total. success. In the last two hours of the
Greek Show, a member of Omega
Psi Phi was upset that his fraternity
got second place in the stepping contest, and he felt that they should have
recieved first place.
When the Spartan Daily heard
about this, you completely forgot
about "Stepping Into Unity" (which
was the theme of the whole Greek
Show), and made it seem that the 72hour Greek Show ended a mass controversy.
On April 22. "The burdens of
brotherhood" was printed on the
front page of the Daily. This was
very nice. There was a picture of an
active member of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity and his pledges. The
pledges were shown just the way
they looked: anything and everything anyone saw was traditional of
members of Alpha Psi Alpha. Nothing happening at thal particular time
would any of the lictive members
consider hazing. So n was nice. But
’five days later, on Aptil 27, someone.
decided to to try to eithef embarrass
or expose Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
in the wrong way.
.
The Daily prihted a story called
"Fraternity says ’Hell Week’ is tradition." It tried my patience to read
something in the paper about my fraternity that doesn’t concern anyone
who isn’t directly involved in the
fraternity. As Kevin Reese stated in
the paper, Alpha Phi Alpha is not
part of the IFC on campus. This
means that neither the IFC or any
other member of a fraternity or sorority has any business investigating
Alpha Phi Alpha’t pledge period.
I have also noticed that in the
Spartan Daily, every time a black
person is in a fraternity or sorority,
the paper makes sure to state that he
or she is in a black fraternity. For example, on April 28 there was a beautiful article written about twins. But
under the picture it was stated that
one of the twins "was just initiated
into the black Greek organization
this semester."
Why didn’t the Spartan Daily
print that the twin was just initiated
into a Greek organization. I don’t
understand why you had to throw in
black Greek organization. All organizations on campus, as far as I
know, are open to all races.
To end this letter, I would like to
thank you for recognizing minorities
in the Spartan Daily, but let’s be
careful on the way we do it. I love
reading articles regarding minority
events, so let’s keep it up.
Zurvohn A. Maloof
Sophomore
Recreational Therapy

cooked up. It seems as though the attitude of the administration toward
its students is not dissimilar from
W.C.
Fields’
famous dictum:
"Never give a sucker an even
break."
But why should they stop with
this’? I’m sure if Gail and Co. put
their heads together, they could
come up with some even more creative schemes. How about charging
students for the privilege of taking
mid-terms and finals? How about if
we install pay toilets throughout the
campus? Let’s see we already
charge people to watch collegiate
athletic events, but how about if we
charge the athletes to play in them?
Yeah, that’s the ticket!
But seriously, folks. If there is a
problem with students going on to
100W who are not able to handle the
work, then the fault lies not with the
students, but with instructors who
are either too lazy or too disinterested in their students to really teach
them anything. Any instructor who
passes a student who has not demonstrated signs of having learned the
course material is guilty of professional malfeasance and should be
. treated as such.
My solution to the problem would
be this: for any student who fails to
pass the 100W pre-test, find out who
his or her English IA and I B instructors were and fine each, say, $100.
If the problem is as widespread as
we are led to believe, then the total
sum of collected fines should more
than cover the cost of administering
the test. It is also guaranteed that
there won’t be such a large problem
in this area for very long; after being
hit with a couple of stiff fines, instructors will not be quite so inclined
to go ahead and pass illiterate or inarticulate students.
Think about it, Gail. Why should
we capable students have to bear the
burden for a problem by lazy or incomptent instructors’? Just this once,
give us poor suckers I mean students - a break.
Duane Peirick
Sophomore
Illm

Condoms save lives
kdittoi.

I am writing in response to the
May 4 letter to the editor by T.J.
Trull. I strongly agree with T.J.’s
concern that today’s birth control advertisements are only geared toward
preventing pregnancy, and not toward preventing sexually transmitted
diseases, such as AIDS. T.J. asks,
"Where are the advertisements for
condoms?" and like her, I am still
searching.
We are warned continually that
unsafe sex can cause AIDS; yet not
even a simple condom advertisement
is shown to promote safe sex. It is
frightening to think that one of the
few things that can help prevent
Make Instructors
AIDS is being kept a secret, as if it
Editor,
Now let me get this straight. First, were an evil thing.
We are told by celebrities on the
as a student here at SJSU. I am required to take English IA and IB. network stations to "learn the facts"
about AIDS. Yet, these are the same
Fine!
Then, upon completion of those stations that will not show condom
courses. I am required to take the advertisements for fear of viewer
100W course in the department of disapproval. What about fear of the
my field of study. Fine and dandy!
viewer contracting AIDS’? How can
But now, after completing those society expect condoms to be used
two mandatory courses and before I regularly when they are not openly
can take the next mandatory course, advertised as an accepted form of
I have to pay $25 to take a manda- AIDS prevention’?
The fact is, condoms can save
tory test to prove I actually did learn
something in those lower division lives. I invite the networks to "learn
classes; the mere posession of a the facts."
l.auren Byrum
passing grade is not proof enough.
Freshman
It sounds like a mighty creative
Music
scam Gail and her buddies have

crawly, little creature,
There is a creepy,
invading innocent homes in heartlands
the dog.
everywhere
Never has such a transition occurred as
does from the small, cuddly, whimpering little
darling in the pet shop window to the yapping,
sassy, untrained little varmint that has pooped
for the first of millions of times on your castle
entryway.
Marketing is key to a pet shop owner in his
quest to unload this most unnecessary of
products in today’s society. But of all his
techniques that include positioning of the
prettiest animals and decorative cages
creatively displayed, the most important ()I
anything he does in succession of his animal
kingdom is to clear out any trace of
unpleasantries the instant they happen. I mean.
have you ever once seen any messy accidents
in the confines of those pathetic little cages’?
No. All we see through those bars of
illusion is some hypnotic little demon that
screams out take me to your home! I will he
a welcome addition to your lifestyle. I will
grow with your children and accompany them
on romps through wild meadows and keep
them safe when strangers venture near. I will
he a cute amusement on Christmas morning,
running around with a red bow on my head,
gently passing the packages to your relatives. I
will watch "Lassie" reruns in hopes of finding
new ways to please you and promote better
security of your property.
And you take the mutt home, and the
puppy dog whimper turns to blood-curdling
whines and high pitched yaps. And buying dol.’
food is no longer a new adventure, but a
drudgery because you know it will soon need
to be carried out to the trash in the form of
soggy brown lumps.
The oldest son who is assigned the job ot
scooping the poop from the back yard in order
to prepare him for manhood, and because you
don’t want to do it, has hired an attorney to
represent him and isn’t willing to settle out of
court.
Your other children lost interest in the
animal about eight hours after its arrival and
are arguing intensely over who fed it last and
who’s responsible for its next run.
The concept of a pet is where parents are
bullied the most effectively by their children.
Many still won’t face up to the fact that these
beasts are takers. The cherry on top of the "me
generation" is the egocentric mammal who
rules their condos.
They’re like babies that don’t grow up.
Children offer the promise of promoting
themselves out of diapers and hot bottles and
into start-up companies with stock options and
lavish mother’s days.
Buy your children pets if you must, but
make sure they’re stuffed. These colorful
beauties are clean enough for children to sleep
with and are worth any amount of money
because they’ll never cost you again once
purchased.
Pets don’t offer anything. They can’t talk
to you, they can’t switch the channels on the
television set for you, they can’t fix toilets that
don’t flush and they don’t offer any equitable
income to supplement the cost of their dog
food, nor do they allow you the pleasure of
neglecting them for a very long period of time
most brilliant example of stupid lo
The
ally I’ve ever heard of in my life is the
dog owner who defends his deadly animal who has just ripped into someone’s face
with his teeth. Doberman pinscher masters get
it all in life with this cuddly canine.
This one not only eats and goes and barks
and sheds, it also commits felonies and turns
you into every neighborhood’s nightmare on
Elm Street.
Brutalized children are lying in the hospital
and some poor slob’s telling the press that he
can’t get his dog from the pound because of a
sheriffs order. He and the dog should he
shot
quickly.
I admit, there is some passionate bitternei.s
to these words. I can’t help it. I was chased,
barked at and even bitten into by these four legged monsters during many walks from
school.
Someone should tell these animal lovers
we live in the city. If you want animals, go live
on a farm, otherwise, if it’s not battery operated, it has no business romping around.
Charlotte Klopp has enjmed being Associate Editor of the Daily this semester add
dedicates this column to all the fish ON neri
in the world for realizing their limitations.

pay

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor.
Letters can be on any topic, however. letters in poor taste will not be published.
Letters must bear the writer’s narne,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver Letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or to the
Student Union Information desk.
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Possibility of arena, stadium
could attract teams to county

Phoenix hires another coach;
this time it’s Fitzsimmons
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Sports

By Mark Foyer
Special to the Daily
This article was prepared as a
project in Journalism 160, Advanced
Reporting.
SJSU students are excited about
the idea of a major league baseball or
basketball team locating in the San
Jose area, but attracting big-time
sports would require building a
major league stadium or arena.
Currently there is no construction
under way for either. But there is
talk. And that type of talk excites the
SJSU student population.
"I would definitely stay in the
area if there was some sort of major
league local team," said Clayton
Anderson, a senior majoring in illustration. "This would help build up
downtown."
Adds Rick Modina, a senior majoring in marketing, "There would
be more pride in San Jose if a local
team were to play here."
But there is another reason why a
stadium or arena would get city and
county officials excited. It’s more
important than just the national recoginition. It’s money.
"The entire county would benefit
a great deal," said Steve Tedesco,
an SJSU graduate who is executive
vice president of the San Jose Chamber of Commerce. "There would be
more work available."
And not just at the park, but also
the surrounding area. Restaurants
around the area would benefit a great
deal from fans who want to grab a
bite to eat before or after the event.
Tedesco cited the restaurants around
the Oakland Coliseum as an example.
"All the restaurants do good business whenever there is an event at
the Coliseum complex," Tedesco
said. "It doesn’t matter if the event
is in the stadium or the arena."
The proposal for a baseball stadium in Santa Clara County started
three years ago when San Francisco
Giants’ owner Bob Lurie announced
that he intended to move the Giants
out of Candlestick Park once the
lease expires in 1994. He contends
that part of the reason why attendance at Giants games wasn’t good
was because of Candlestick Park.
He started to negotiate with San
Jose Mayor Tom McEnery on the
idea of a baseball stadium in San
Jose. But former San Francisco
Mayor Diane Feinstein threatened to
sue if the Giants moved out of San
Francisco.
"With the threat of the lawsuit,
we stopped our discussions with Mr.
Lurie," said Mary Ellen loner, an
aide to McEnety.
Lurie and Feinstein held numerous talks on where to place a stadium
in downtown San Francisco. The
two agreed on a site at the corners of
Seventh and Townsend streets.The
decision on whether to build a park
at that site was brought before the
voters of San Francisco last November.
The proposition was soundly defeated. After the votes were counted,
Lurie announced that he would look
elsewhere in the Bay Area for a
baseball facility for the Giants.
A couple of days after the vote,
McEnery once again got in contact
Lurie to let him know that the land
originally thought to be the site for
the stadium at Highway 237 and
Anchor Way near Alvisol is still
available. But that’s about all the
city of San Jose has done in regard to
building a stadium.
"We have had a lot of new priorities come up in three years." loner
said, adding that among them have
been the possible building of an in -

’Ask someone in
Kentucky where San
Francisco is located,
and they wouldn’t
have any problem
finding it. But ask
them where San
Jose is located, and
that would be much
tougher for them to
find.’

door arena.
The city of Santa Clara has also
expressed an interest in building a
baseball stadium for the Giants. The
site currently being looked at is located off Highway 237. Another site
being discussed is near Great America Parkway.
"Each site has its advantages."
said Tom Goulding, Santa Clara’s
assistant city manager. "If we go
with the site along 237. we would
have direct access to the freeway. If
we go with the Great America site, it
would have access with the light
rail."
But most important to Lurie is decent weather. Candlestick Park is
known for its fierce winds that make
a baseball game in July feel like a
football game in Chicago in December.
"We do have late afternoon winds
at both sites," Goulding said. "But
they are not as fierce as the ones in
Candlestick Park."
Lurie has also received inquiries
about a stadium being built in San
Mateo County. East Palo Alto is trying to push through its own proposal
for a stadium. And city officials in
Half Moon Bay. known for its
Pumpkin Festival in October. claim
to have enough land available for the
building of a stadium, but many fans
say the weather in the coastal town
would be worse than at Candlestick.
Lune says he’ll decide whether or
not the Giants will stay in the Bay
Area at the end of the year.
Meanwhile, San Jose voters will
decide next month whether they
want the city to spend as much as
$100 million in city redevelopment
money on an indoor arena.
If the arena is built, it’s hoped that
it would bring in either a franchise
for the National Basketball Association or the National Hockey League.
If that was to happen, Tedesco says
that would generate excitement for
the city not matched by anything
else.
"Just look what happened in Kansas after its basketball team won the
national title," Tedesco said.
More importantly, a local team
would bring instant recognition to
San Jose.
"Having a team in San Jose
would give the city more pride."
Medina said. "A team would give
San Jose national recognition."
Tedesco added that people in the
rest of America would be able to
identify San Jose easier.
"Ask someone in Kentucky
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NOW HIRING
Experienced and Career Minded
MANAGERS
ASSISTANTS
FULL-TIME WORKERS
A unique opportunity. II you want to work hard for a rapidly
growing successful chain, call and talk with us. Nobody can
match our combination of:
good compensation
performance based bonus
advancement opportunity
unique working environment
Call or cpme in and see why The Mouse is a great new place
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271 University Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 326-0994
or
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"We want our arena to be bigger
and better than the Colisuem," Tedesco said. "It will be designed to
get a basketball team."
In addition, it’s hoped that some
of the big time acts that play at the
Coliseum and at San Francisco’s
Cow Palace will perform in the
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The arena would seat 18,000,
more than the Oakland Coliseum
Arena, Tedesco noted.

arena.
"It will be a multi -purpose facility." Tedesco said. "People here
in Santa Clara County won’t have to
drive an hour to get to a rock concert."
Adds SJSU student Anderson. "It
would be nice to have some type of
entertainment in San Jose. Afterall,
they have been building up the
downtown fora while."
The possibility of any arena or a
stadium excites Anderson,.
"If either the arena or stadium is
built, it would make it more attractive for me to want to sta), in the
area." Anderson said.

Steve Tedesco,
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where San Francisco is located, and
they wouldn’t have any problem
finding it," Tedesco said. "But ask
them where San Jose is located, and
that would be much tougher for them
to find."

ond tour at Phoenix’ helm, replaces John Wetzel. fired after his
rookie season during which the
Suns endured their worst record
28-54 -- since a 16-66 mark
as an expansion club in 1968-69.
From his previous stint, Fitzsimmons’ .591 winning percentage is still the hest in club history.

PHOENIX, Ariz. (API
Phoenix Suns director of player
personnel Cotton Fitzsimmons
was named as the franchise’s
fourth head coach in the past 15
months and Paul Westphal was
hired as his assistant and eventual
successor.
Fil/siminons, entering his sec-
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Accounting
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Nelson overcomes injury to lead Spartans

Craig Kohtruss

Special to the Daily

Sitting in the dugout, Eric Nelson watches the action on the field during a Fullerton game

fly Craig Kohlruss
Special to the Daily
"Basically, I was written off for
the whole season," said Spartan
third baseman Eric Nelson in reference to his knee injury last fall.
Now, after a semester of rehabilitation. Nelson has accomplished the
unthinkable and returned to the field
to become the leading hitter of
S.IStrs baseball team.
Nelson, an administration of justice major from Arcata, injured his
knee during a practice game early
last fall. Ligaments and cartilage
were torn.
"It’s not really connected by the
ligaments." Nelson said, as he
showed how his tibula popped in and
out.
Instead of signing off the season.
Nelson continued to work on his
knee, spending hours at a time in the
weight room with his trainer.
"I didn’t see the field at all in the
fall," Nelson said, who is scheduled
Crag Koh russ Special to the Daily
for surgery within the month.
"I kept my attitude up and worked Nelson tosses one to first during a game against Fullerton
real hard... the 6 -foot- I senior said.
"I went to Coach (Sam) Piraro and saves with four.
Redwoods and Chabot College
said I’m going to work on my knee
"It took a lot of determination," With Chabot. Nelson was named the
real hard and I’m going to be the said Piraro when asked of Nelson’s club’s Most Valuable Player after
leading hitter of this team.
comeback. "He did a tremendous posting a .318 average.
And he was. His overall batting job and got the dividends
For his accomplishment with the
he de,
average for the year was .333 (.373 served it, believe me... Piraro went Gladiators, Nelson was picked in the
in PCAA games) with five home on to say. "He’s one of the hardest ninth round by the Kansas City Royruns and 46 RBI. also tops on the workers we have and it showed.’
als in the 1986 winter draft, but
team.
Nelson came to MSLI after spend- chose instead to continue his educaHe also appeared in 10 games as a ing a year at both the College of the tion.
relief pitcher with a I- I record. Nelson’s ERA was the lowest on the
squad at 2.13 and he led the Wain in

STORAGE PROBLEMS?
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Body
Mind, Spsrit

COME WALK TO A NEW AGE STORE
and receive a free gift with this ad.
ITEMS TO RELIEVE
ANXIETY AND TO
IMPROVE ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE
LOVE OILS

’ CRYSTALS, CANDLES, AND
PERFUMES FOR PERSONAL
AND INTER-PERSONAL
HEALING
CRYSTALS: NATURAL
EARTH STONES FOR
DECORATIVE AND
HEALING PURPOSES

Virginia

San Jose. CA 95113

(408) 998-0648

1. Reduced rent on selected spaces
4 convenient sizes: 5 x 6 ft., 5 x 10 ft.,
& 6 1/2 x 10 ft.
All units ground level & 10 ft. tall.

2. Move-in special--Only $1.00 for
your 2nd month’s rent
(2 month minimum occupancy)
(must have valid student body card)

STORAWAYST:RAGE

310 S. THIRD STREET481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.

OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
Special pricing on Macintosh Plus and SE good through
May 31, 1988

Save $25, $30 or $40 Dollars!

Macintosh Plus
$50/mo

OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

1020 Spring St. San Jose

Call or come by - 295-3033
Office open 7 days, 9-5 (Sun. 1-5)

JOE KERLEY Lincoln/Mercury/Jeep/Eagle
Has A Gift For The
San Jose State
Graduating
- Class of ’88!
SPECIAL

Macintosh SE Model M52528
$78/mo*

First-Time Buyer’s Program
Special Credit Terms
Special Sale Prices
Special Factory Incentives

Macintosh SE Model M525113
5100/mo

=11=1

’Minimum monthly
payment on Apple Credit if
purchased before May. 31
1988
No Downpayment
Required!

a

$9399

NEW ’88 JEEP WRANGLER 4x4

$7495

NEW ’88 MERCURY TRACER

0521707 One et is,. poce

SPARTAN
BooKslicE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

Camp Macintosh Summer Training
Information now available!

.871221

JOE KERLEY
Your Quality Commitment Dealership for 55 Years
3566 Stevens Creek Blvd San Jose call 241.8800

Add
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3. 100/. rent discount to students

kinkois

BOOKS ON NEW AGE

SANTA BARBARA - NEW VISION
791 So First St

For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko’s.

NEW AGE MUSIC

Spiritual and Psychic Reactiny Available

L

RESUMES

We can help you solve them . . .
. . .and we have a triple savings!!
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MERCURY
LINCOLN
MERKUR

One at tem puce

JOE KERLEY
Lincoln/Mercury/Jeep/Eagle
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Warriors’ employee
wins suit with Reds
CINCINNATI (API
- The
tormer Cincinnati Reds business
manager, fired by President
Marge Schott, is entitled to
$120,187.25 he claims Schott refused to pay him, according to a
Hamilton County jury.
Roger Blaemire. business manager of the Reds from September
1985 until April 1986, claimed
Schott withheld
more
than
$150.000 in commissions due
from advertising and radio contracts he negotiated for the team.
Blaemire now is the business
manager of the Golden State
Warriors basketball team.
The verdict Tuesday followed
a three-day trial before Co llllll on
Pleas Judge Robert Ruch’man.
Blaemire testified he left a lucrative job with the Indiana
Pacers to take over the advertising operations of the Reds, with
the understanding that he would
he paid percentages on every con-

tract he negotiated. The percentages varied, depending on the
type of contract.
The biggest contract he said he
negotiated was a $2.4 -million
radio advertising deal with the
Anheuser-Busch brewing company.
Rlaemire claimed his contract
with the Reds called for him to
get three percent of the gross after
the first S4000000, but that the
Reds refused to pay, saying the
contract wasn’t actually signed
until after he was fired.
BliletlliiC said his contract with
the Reds was oral, despite his repeated requests to Schott that it be
put in writing.
"She said I didn’t need a contract with her as long as I did my.
job,’ he testified.
Schott did not testify. Her attorney. Leo Breslin. told the jury
the Reds believed they owed
Blaemire only about S40,000.

Chicago Cubs outfielder
wins Player of the Week
NEW YORK (API
Andre
Dawson of the Chicago Cubs was
named National league Player of the
Week after he hit .391 with nine hits
in 23 at -bats. He had two doubles.
three homers, drove in nine runs,
scored five and had a .517 on -base
average in six games.

Alvin Davis of the Seattle Mariners was named the American
League Player of the Week after he
hit .500 with four homers and 13
runs hatted in in seven games. Davis
also had four doubles, scored eight
runs and walked five times.

Mears sets record during practice
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
It was
an eye-opening exhibition as Rick
Mears and Mario Andretti played a
high-speed game of one-upsmanship
on the tight 21/2 -mile oval at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
The two former Indianapolis 500
winners went faster than anyone had
ever gone before on the historic
track, with Mears coming out
slightly on top with a lap at 220.048
mph during Tuesday’s practice battle.
Andretti, whose crew thought he
actually went faster than Mears -over 221
was
caught by the
Speedway’s electric eye at 219.995
on his final hot lap of the wild day.
Andretti, the 1969 Indy winner,
started the two-man game early in
the afternoon with a lap at 219.031
mph in a Chevrolet -powered Lola
That eclipsed the unofficial Speedway mark of 218.234 that Andretti
set last May. Lap speeds in practice
are considered unofficial; only those
run during qualification or the race
are official.
Mears holds the official four-lap
qualifying record of 216.828, with a
fast lap of 217.581, set in 1986.
Mears, a two-time Indy winner,
had gotten up to 217.181 in the
Penske team’s backup PCP -Chevrolet. which he was simply setting
up in case of trouble with the team’s
primary cars. Once he got into his
own Penske -Chevrolet, Mears answered Andretti’s challenge with the
220 lap.
Andretti tried to regain the edge iii
the final half-hour of practice, and
nearly did it, but fell just short after
two laps over 219.
Mears visibly enjoyed outdoing
Andretti.
’We won’t go out there for that

reason, just to try to beat him. But if
we
weren’t
competitive,
we
wouldn’t be doing this. If the No. I
slot is available, you try to get it.
"You leapfrog each other in a situation like that by constantly making
changes and making the car better."
On his fast lap. Mears nearly got
into trouble in the third turn.
"I touched the paint in turn
three," he said, referring to the
painted yellow line at the inside edge
of the racing surface. "The car
started to get loose and that got my
heart started on me. At that speed.

though, you have to hang on and be
ready for anything.
"You’ve got to be very precise
here because, if you make a mistake,
you can be in big trouble in a real
hurry."
On Tuesday, conditions were just
about perfect for speed, with overcast skies and temperatures in the
60s
cool enough to keep the asphalt track from becoming slick. The
wind that had blown relentlessly
across the 2.5 -mile Speedway oval
on Sunday and Monday slowed to a
breeze

Asked if either driver can go faster
this week, Andretti said, "It’s something I can never answer. You just
don’t know. But it’s something v.c
strive for.’’
Defending champion Al Unser.
Mears’ teammate along with Danny
Sullivan, was third quickest on
Tuesday at 216.867, followed by
1987 race runner-up Roberto Gut.,
rem, whose Cosworth-powered
turned a 215.930 mph lap before:
spinning and tagging the wall in tum
one late in the practice session.
Guerrero escaped serious injurs

STAR SEARCH

A.S. Leisure Services is looking for three more stars to join our
winning team. This is your chance to shine with A.S. Leisure Services!
DIRECTOR OF OFFICIALS
You have experience as an official and are knowledgeable in a variety of sports. Your
job will be to recruit, supervise, schedule and evaluate the intramural officials.You will
also be responsible for completing reports and coordinating official training clinics.
You are a leader and can motivate others.
$5.05 per hour 15-20 hours per week

ADMINISTRATIVE
(WORK STUDY)

ASSISTANT

You are familiar with basic bookeeping practices and have telephone communication
skills. You will be responsible for budget record keeping for ASLS including purchase
orders, payroll, personnel, and accounting. You will also maintain equipment inventory
and records. You are organized, assertive, end have knowledge of A.S.L.S. programs.
$4.65 per hour 15-17 hours a week

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SUPERVISOR
FIRST ANNUAL

BAY CLASSIC if.fn
49ers vs. Raiders Charity Softball Game
Featuring current and former players from these two great teams including:

Raiders

49ers
Dwaine Board, Randy Cross,
Bruce Gossett, Jimmy Johnson, Len Rhode

You have experience in sports as a league director and sports official amiyou
have had experience in supervising other staff. You will be hiring, training, supervising, and
evaluating the intramural directors and directors and directors of officials. You are mature,
dependable, level headed and responsible. You can do it all!!

$5.80

per hour 20 hours per week

YOU COULD BE JUST THE PERSON WE’RE
LOOKING FOR!!

Applications ana complete job descriptions are available in the
Student Activities Office. (next to the pub)

Raymond Chester, Dave Dalby
Clarence Davis, Daryl Lamonica, Jack Tatum

E,41.V.11Fs

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Saturday, May 14, 1988 at 12:00 Noon
San Joan Municipal Stadium
10th and Alma Streets
San Jose

924-5950

Check out to All Sports Promotions
P.O. Box 493
Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 949-4937
burger King

Cost S10.00
General Admission
bpunsufta Dy ATAiii

Proceeds to Denerd Cron
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Congratulations Class of ’88
Nobody Sells Volkswagens for Less
Come and see our Class of 88’s,
I
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and we’ll make your first payment.
Savings for all students:
$0 down *
No payment for 65 days *
Special Spartan discount (with student I.D.)
$4,000 rebate on selected models
6.9% financing available on selected models*
’On approved credit

KEEP A GREAT THING GOING
miummitimiimmeimi GENUINE VOLKSWAGEN PARTS & SERVICE

,def

Congrats.
Un Kappa Few. The fun’s just beginning.

Best wishes to the class of ’88 from the beers that are in a class
by themselves. HJ and HJ LIGHT
There’s no smoother or better way to celebrate your succeas.

The smoother the better

Bring your Volkswagen
into our SERVICE DEPT
with this coupon and
receive:
Lube, Oil , and Filter Special
$14.95 ( a $49.95 value)
VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. FIRST STREET
FREE 27 point vehicle
SAN JOSE, CA. 95115
inspection ( a $54.50 value)
(408) 286-8800
15% off parts & service
Iexpires 5-31-88
imimmilM1111111111111=11111MIMMIIIIMIMIIIENIMIIIMIN
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Pretzel Logic

Richard
Motroni

A

The end and a beginning
"Everything dies baby that’s the fact,
but everything dies someday comes back-- Atlantic City" Bruce Springsteen
Although this is supposed to be my "swan song (a.k.a. my final column as Entertainment Editor), many things occurred this semester that have changed some of the ways I look at
the world, my life and my future.
One incident happened just a few weeks ago in
my hometown of San Carlos. For several years. I
have watched my town decay very slowly by land
developers and inept city officals.
In 1966 my family settled in San Carlos, a town
that had three movie theaters, a high school, a billiard parlor, three bookstores and several music
stores. Growing up in my hometown during the
’
early to mid -’70s was never dull. There was always
’
a place within walking distance to see a movie.
look at guitars or play pinball.
But, during the late ’70s and ’80s, San Carlos
7 underwent some ugly changes.
Violent gangs forced the closure of the billiard
parlor. The music store where my parents bought
.
my guitar, and the place I took guitar lessons, was
replaced by a laundromat, while the three movie
’
theaters were all extinct by the mid-’80s.
Then came the shutdown of the one place I
thought was untouchable: the high school. Thanks
to an incompetent school board that successfully
turned a surplus into a major deficit in less than five
ears (which sounds like something Fullerton and
her team would do). San Carlos High was history
after my sophomore year in 1982.
Although I graduated from Sequoia High in
’84. I felt that something was taken away from me.
Once every two months I would return to my old
school and look through the different classrooms or
the deserted theater where I acted in many plays.
A few weeks ago I decided to make that same
journey, but when I arrived all I saw was a heap of
dirt clods and a couple of bulldozers. The high
school was completely demolished.
My heart felt numb and empty. It’s incredible
how modern technology can make dreams die so
fast.
Seeing my old high school reduced to complete
rubble didn’t exactly cheer me up during a semester
that had few enjoyable moments, especially at the
Spartan Daily where most days have been quite a
hellish nightmare.
The mistakes I have made as Entertainment FAJitor are too numerous to mention.
The best example was the March 3 issue, where
I allowed nearly 40 errors on one story to get by
me. The letters from nonjournalism majors that
poured in hurt a lot. Fellow editor Julie Rogers’
column, where she insinuated me as a "less experienced editor whom the staff knew would make mistakes." didn’t exactly cheer me up. And finding
out that an English instructor planned to Xerox the
error-filled article, to show the class an example of
poor writing, sent me into a period of deep depression and withdrawal.

,

’
’
:
.
-

Encouragement from my father helped pull me
out of my depression. but I couldn’t let go of
the anger that burned inside. Anger toward
the betrayal of my hometown. Anger toward a
bunch of uncaring know -it -ails that masquerade as
SJSU students, saying in their letters they somehow.
know the pressure of making a newspaper. Anger
toward an English instructor whose action of
exposing a student’s mistake without that student
having any possibility of defending him or herself
was cruel and inhumane.
Then a moment at the recent Bruce Springsteen
concert helped me to deal with my anger. While
introducing a song. Springsteen said, "Sometimes
you gotta leave your past behind . It was then that
I decided that we have to look at our past failures
and say. "That’s done and over with. I can’t do
an thing about it now. It’s history.’’
Unfortunately, we live in a cruel, unfair society
that will constantly remind us of every mistake we
made and how horrible or stupid it was.
Forgiveness, in their minds, is a four-letter word.
At the same time. I also learned that you will at
times need others to help you get through this shaky
roller coaster called life, whether it’s your family.
friends or others.
So. I will leave this university after the fall
semester with no regrets, no tears, no anger, but
with a bigger heart, a clearer mind and a belief that
no goal is worth its wealth without those who help
you accomplish it.
Take care everyone, rock on, and don’t eat your
pillow!
Richard Motroni is the Entertainment
Editor. He hopes that someday he will write a
hook on 12, Bob Dylan. Pink Floyd and Led
Zeppelin.

King Arthur returns to SJSU
Langeder and Carlitz interact well, conveying the complex relationship between Lancelot and King Arthur.
Hints of friendship, love, jealousy, uncertainty, and loyalty are thrown between the two men with ease and informality, making their roles real and their characters solid.
For the short time that this ideal English kingdom exists, it is a lively, joyful place. A brightly clad cast fills
By Serena Griffith
the stage with dance as they sing the glories of the "lusty
Daily staff writer
Three words sum up the SJSU theatre department’s month of May," and all the fun of Camelot is coreographed onto a stage of frolicking maids and knights.
production of Camelot ’-go see it.
Carlitz’ gentle demeanor helps the audience feel for
Lancelot (Rob Langeder) is powerful yet innocent;
King Arthur (Steven Carlitz) is lovable and kind; Gune- the good-hearted King Arthur as he watches his dream of
kingdom
of perfect justice die to the realities of human
a
vere (Julia Wade) is beautiful and very much in love.
Everyone is what they should be, carrying their parts love and hate.
Geoffrey Nixon, as Arthur’s friend and supporter
with such believable force that the production takes the
audience to Camelot for an evening and returns them King Pellinor, is crochety and cranky as the old king
should be. When he hobbles to center stage leading a
safely to their seats.
Costumes are a brilliant spectacle for the eyes and the scruffy dog, the two make a humorous pair. The dog
voices a feast for the ears. Langeder. Carlitz and Wade steals the scene for a little while and even wags his tail at
have singing voices that do justice to the creative genius the appropriate times.
of the plays writer’s, Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Every actor and actress in this bright spot in England
Loewe. Every number is well executed and serves to
has an authentic -sounding accent. Langeder has nearly
bring the play to life, to give it dimesion and emotion,
perfected his French accent for the foreign -born Lancerather than slow it down.
lot. He sings a few lines in French too, and he sounds as
The production is so capitvating that one dramatic romantic
and heart -melting as that language can sound.
scene held the entire theatre in silent suspense. The stage
As King Arthur struggles to understand his beloved
was still and only the faint buzz of the building’s heating
system was heard as Lancelot, with convincing passion wife Guenevere. Carlitz’ velvety singing voice brings
and power, heals a fallen knight.
emotion to the scene. He sings that "you’ve got to love
The entire scene was well-done, with Langeder’s her," and breaths a heavy sigh with an expression that
performance adding depth and significance to the scene. skillfully reveals his character’s vulnerability.

Great performances
shine in ’Camelot’

When he is through with his deliberations, action resumes. as if time had been stopped. Carlitz uses the
scene to convey Arthur’s pain, confusion, and humble
spirit. Guenevere loves Arthur and knows he is a good
man. But, she is awed by the moral strength and divine
blessings bestowed upon Lacelot. Almost against her
will, she grows more and more attracted to French
knight. In a few moments alone with Lancelot, she confesses she loves him, but that Arthur is always with
them, carried by both their consciences. Her singing
voice is sweet and her confusion about love convincing.
Langeder is the most noticable talent on the stage,
with an enthusiasm and a spark that extracts laughter and
sympathy from the audience. Lancelot is over anxious to
please, conceited in a naive fashion, and devoted to the
King and to Guenevere. Langeder carries the role well
and holds a distant, starry look in his eyes that makes it
all believable.
SJSU’s theatre company brings all the drama,
humor, frivolity, and emotion of the play to us, and "for
one brief shining moment" Camelot lives again.

Garner, Willis
make ’Sunset’
most enjoyable
By I.isa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
"Sunset" is refreshing, old fashioned fun. If you’re
tired of movies with messages, complicated plots, hi tech special effects and gimmicks, this may be your kind
of movie.
Set in Tinsel Town in 1929, it is complete with vintage Cadillacs, flapper fashions, gangsters and shootouts.
The plot centers around the activities of Tom Mix
and Wyatt Earp. Mix, played by Moonlighting’s Bruce
Willis, is the top Western movie star of the day. His studio boss Alfie Alperin, played by Malcom McDowell.
persuades him to portray Wyatt F.arp in a movie about
the legendary lawman from the wild west.
The fun begins when Earp, played by James Garner,
is brought to Hollywood as a technical adviser for the
movie. His first day in town. Earp is summoned by a
lady in distress to help her son Michael out of trouble at
the local cat house.
The lady, who had a tryst with Earp long ago, happens to be married to Alfie Alperin. Her husband is far
from stable and the strain in their relationship is apparent.
That evening, Mix and Earp go out to have some fun
and end up at the bordello. When they go out back to talk
to the lady of the house, they find her dead and a
drunken, bloodied Michael screaming, "I killed her."
Finding themselves right in the middle of a murder
mystery, and believing that the young man was framed,

Wyatt Earp (James Garner) and Tom Mix (Bruce Willis) talk about the real wild west
the two heroes start investigating.
I was skeptical about James Gamer and Bruce Willis
sharing the big screen. What I originally thought was an
odd mix turned out to be an unbeatable combination.
There was a real sense of camaraderie between them.
This may have something to do with the fact that
both the seasoned veteran and the relatively new actor
seem to put a lot of themselves into their roles.
With the exception of Cheryl. portrayed by Marie!

Hemingway, the supporting cast was excellent. McDowell. as Alfie, was the epitome of a maniac. M. Emmet
Walsh, who plays Chief Dibner, is perfect as the bumbling. confused idiot.
The problem with Hemingway is that there doesn’t
seem to be a purpose for her character’s existence. It
seems that the writers fell into the trap that the leading
man has to have a lady on his arm lier contribution to
the plot was minimal at best.

Album spins 10 years of OMD
By Laura M. I.ukas
Daily staff writer
"The Best of OMD," Orchestral
Manoeuvers in the Dark’s first singles collection, is the product of’
nearly ten years of the band’s best
work.
Over the past seven years, the
band has produced seven albums that
have yielded 22 singles. Thirteen of
those 22 hits are contained in "The
Best of OMD." including the new
single " Dreaming.
MD took on "The Best of
OMD project in order to escape a
rut the band was falling into with
touring and album producing. And
in their attempt to produce a realistic
history of the band’s growth, Andy
McCluskey and Paul Humphreys,
the original founders of OMD. decided against doing any remixing of
the singles and placed the songs on
the album in chronological order.
The first song "Electricity," exhibits the hand’s origins in techno.
pop. The vocals are downplayed and
the fixed rhythms. common to electronic keyboards available at department stores, are spotlighted.
On the first side of "The Best of

OMD,"
the
pre-progranimed
rhythms act as cornerstones to the
songs. Imagine playing with the buttons on an electronic keyboard at
Macy’s, adding one element at a
time, building up rhythms in pyramid fashion, to create a song.
This only makes the songs seem
too structured and ad-lib to count as
music. Yet, the talented McCluskey
and Humphreys produce melodies
on top of the technorhythms to
create a pleasing, dreamy sound.
On the flip side of "The Best of
OMD" and after five years in the
business, OMD begins to have an
identifiable sound. Beginning with
"Tesla Girls, (in 1984) the band
broke out of its pyramid rhythm pattern and tried something dangerously
different: creativity.
The new sound still has the obvious use of electronic percussion, but
has developed a style similar to that
of a peppy Ultravox. And instead of
a form -fixed rhythm, it varies widely
with the feeling of the song.
In "Locomotion," for examPle,
the rhythm takes on a locomotive
beat, with a bit of the "tonga"
mixed in.

"So In Love," is the first song on
the album that does not stand solely
on its background rhythm. It has a
commercial melody, the kind that
sticks in your head and you hum all
day.
The other songs, though still
highly into the technopop, have
distinct melodies and a style that
OMD can finally call their own. The
new cut. "Dreaming." exhibits in
full the potential that OMD has always had. It represents how far the
band has come and brings it full circle.
Orchestral Manoeuvers in the
Dark started out as a band fiddling
around with programmed rhythms
and developed into musicians. Both
McCluskey and Humphreys have let
their vocals become the main draw
to OMD’s music, underscored by
distinct melodies.
It’s obvious that this is a band that
has done a lot of growing in the past
nine years, and "The Best of OMD"
displays their growth effectively.
Anyone who is familiar with the
band’s music would enjoy their
"Best" album.

()MI) reflects about a decade of music

Modern Art pub show
By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
There are the rock bands who can
sell-out an arena without any problem (U2. The Cure. Depeche Mode
are some that come to mind).
There are bands who are just getting "discovered" by the fat -headed
record companies, while others are
on the brink of being "discovered,"
but at the present moment can’t get
over the big hurdle.
Local band Modern Art falls along
the latter part of the previous paragraph.
Proof in this analysis is in their
Cinco De Mayo performance Thursday at Spartan Pub, where the band
were in relatively fine form, but
need to iron out several problems.
Although the Pub had a larger
crowd than usual for a Thursday
night, it was disappointing smaller
than was hoped for Cinco De Mayo
when came on stage at 9 p.m. performing R . E.M. ’s "The One I
Love."

Later, King Arthur must knight Lancelot. whom he
knows is in love with his wife. Arthur knows he is losing
Guenevere, yet he recognizes Lancelot’s goodness and
loves them both. In a stirring scene, all stage action
freezes while he considers their growing love and his
own forgiving affection for them both. He ponders the
situation and agonizes over its irony.

good,

not great

Like most bands that wonder in who can crank out some great solos.
Bassist Mike Brothers and drumand out of Spartan Pub, Modern Art
tried to enhance the auidence’s attenmer Mike Fisher had a steady comtion bymixing famous songs with munication with each other, but
their own originals. A prime exam- nothing to get excitedabout Keyple is the band would play the Rollboard player Dave Hearl’s perforing Stones’ "Jupping Jack Flash"
mance was erratic throughout the
and then play one of their songs like first set, but picked up speed in the
second set and did okay.
"Remember."
As far as their original songs are
Overall, the performance was not
up to par with they last play on St. concerned there are some good stuff
of interest. "Remember," "Deep
Patrick’s Day.
The problem is mostly due to the Down Inside" and "Wike Awake"
poor vocal performance of lead had plenty of appeal, which leads
singer Adam Mendoza, whose is ar- this writer to concluded that Modem
gueably the band’s main weak spot. Art has reach that stage where they
Mendoza voice didn’t seem to have should concentrate more on their
the power that is required for songs originals than do the usual cover
like "Jumping Jack" and contin- songs. While its always a gamble to
put more unfamilar songsin front of
ually had problems with projection.
However, at the same time Men- an audience to listen to than play it
doza does have paid stage pressance safe with the copular classics, Modand has the natural ability to commu- ern Art are now in the position to
nicate with the audience no matter take that gamble.
This is the challenge the band
how apathetic than can be.
The band’s musical strength is un- must face and hopefully can suequestionably guitarist Rich Turner ceeed. If not, it would be a shame.

Nick Lowe breaks through
’Pinker and Prouder’ contains many surprises
By Douglas Alger
You’d figure that after a semester of record reviews, my last
one would be pretty simple. Predictable . . . Just like all the
rest . . . Maybe even a little boring . . .
Yes, well, I’ve got a confession to make.
Nick Lowe’s "Pinker And
Prouder Than Previous" has been
nothing like what I expected.
I had never before heard of
Lowe. and was surprised to find
"Cruel To He Kind" and "I
Knew The Bride When She Used
To Rock ’n’ Roll" among his
past hits. The album title revealed
nothing of its contents, nor did
the all -pink cover.
"Oh great, another weird

albon to review," I thought. My
last review assignment was better
than chewing glass. but not by
much.
Wildest
My)
"(You’re
Dream," the album’s first track.
proved surprising.
It was country music!
Or was it? As the album progressed, it sounded closer to the
Fabulous Thunderbirds or the
Georgia Satellites than typical
"country" music. (Yknow Merle Haggard, Mickey Gilley,
etcetera)
Check the song credits, and it’s
easy to understand why. T-Birds
Kim Wilson, on harmonica, and
Jimmy Vaughan, on electric guitar, contribute, as well as
Squeeze member Paul Carrack

on piano, to Lowe’s most recent
work.
Although not exactly my taste
in music, "Pinker and Prouder
Than Previous" is a good album.
Tracks with such unlikely titles
as "Big Hair" and "Big Rig
Love" are fun to listen to.
Lowe’s voice is enjoyable and is
distinctive enough to make listeners want more.
Although nothing on the album
comes across as musically spectacular, performances by everyone involved come across as
clean and solid.
I wouldn’t spend my last few
dollars on "Pinker And Prouder
Than Previous," but if it comes
in on your stereo or box, tune it
in.
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It’s Gary Shandling’s Show’ innovative and very funny

Garr) Shandling stars in his hit shovi on the Fos network

By Dave Lanson
Daily stall writer
The creative forces behind "It’s
Garry Shandling’s Show" must have
decided to break all the rules of conventional television comedy by assuming that none exists in the first
place.
Shandling, along with former
"Saturday Night Live" writer Alan
Zweibel, has created the freshest,
most innovative program on television today. It’s unpredictability is
unprecedented. Unlike the "We’reon-TV -and -you’re -not" attitude of
"Moonlighting," "Shandling" projects an air more reminiscent of the
old "George Burns and Gracie Allen
Show" of the I 950s.
The program originally seen
exclusively on the pay TV channel
Showtime is now being shown in
reruns on the Fox Network (Channel
2 in the Bay area, Channel 35 on the
Central Coast).
Although on the surface, the plot
appears to revolve around Shandling, who appropriately plays
young comedian living in the San
Fernando Valley. It’s also about a
guy who stars in a televison show
taped at his apartment.
Just as George Burns used to step
out of character (his own) and address the home viewers, Shandling
just stays in character (also his own)
and addresses the camera and even
the studio audience. He opens each
show with a semi -monologue.
In one hilarious episode, Shandling was being urged by his neighbors and friends to marry a studio
cleaning woman so she wouldn’t be
deported to Guatemala. the comedian decides to ask the studio audience for advice.
What followed was a clever parody of daytime audience-participation talk shows. At one point,
Shandling asks "Is the caller

ENTERTAINMENT
la Phil Donahue
there.’
the
response is, -Hello, Phil?. . .
Oprah? . . . Is tins Larry King?"
Even the show’s theme song is the
butt of jokes. The song is a simple
little ditty more reminiscent of a Saturday morning kids program. So
simple in fact, that’s it’s rather stupid, and thus, funny.
This is the theme to Garry’s
show/the opening theme to Garry’s
,show/Garry called me up and asked
if! would write his theme song. I’m
almost halfway finsishedIHow do
you like it solar/How do you like the
theme to Garry’s show. . . .
Well, you get the idea.
Sometimes his neighbors complain: "Garry, would you play the
theme song a little lower next time: I
was trying to sleep!" And Nancy,
his "platonic" girlfriend next door
(played by Molly Cheek), once complained: "Ooh I hate that song. It
makes me feel like I’m appearing on
a puppet show."
During the course of each show.
Shandling pretty much explains the
plot, and makes clever wisecracks
whenever the show seems too be
heading toward any conventional
plot devices. Once in a while, when
he stops to explain something to the
viewers, the other cast members will
urge him to "stop talking to that
camera.’’
Shandling isn’t afraid to wander
around the soundstage when the
loosely structured plot demands it.
In one program that spoofed "The
Graduate," and involved his evading the amorous advances of a
Mrs. Robertson," the comedian
takes the woman’s daughter out on a
date. And Garry . in his "car" ac -

Comedy, concerts add for a fun summer
Well, this is it gang! The final
"Coming Events" of the semester
(All right. You can stop cheering
now).
So. in hope of going out with a
bang, "Coming Events" have some
suggestions on what to do during the
summer.
PUB
There’s a hub of Spartan Pub activity happening just before summer
vacation rolls around. Grey Matter
takes the stage tonight, while Tuesday night at 8 showcases Never Say
Never. Wednesday night has Dinner with the Browns at 8.
Finals week has an impressive
line-up to shake off the finals blues.
Tuesday. May 24 has Bolero creeping in at 8 p.m.. while Wednesday
May 25 showcases Playmation. Finally, the Pub has saved the best for
last. Frank Joseph, one of the most
popular and rowdy performers in the
South Bay, bursts on the scene,
Thursday May 26.
CONCERTS
Man, there are so many great rock
concerts to see during the summer
that a person will have to he a hillionare to go to all of them. Just
check out whose coming to the
Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View. Jethro ’Full on June 1,
Heart on June 4, Itoh Dylan and
the Alarm, on June 1 1, Robert
Plant on June 17, AC/DC on June
18. I,ynyrd Skynyrd on July 2,
Hall and Oates on July 9, Steve
ifiN0011 ,II Jul), 20, Sling on July
22, George Thourogood & The
Destroyers on July 30 and Billy
Ocean on August 13.
And that’s just the beginning.
Most of these performers will also
make an appearance at the Concord
Pavilion.
John Cougar Mellencamp plays
May 30, Jethro I till on June 2,
Dylan on June 9, Is nyrd Skynyrd
on July 3, Hall & Oates on July 11,
Sting on July 21, Steve Winwood
on July 22, George Thorogood on
July 31, Hank Williams, Jr. on August 7 and Spyro Gyre with B.11.
King, Lee Ritenour and Dianne
Reeves on August 20.
Of course, one the most anticipated concerts of the summer is The
Monsters of Rock show featuring
Van Haien. Scorpions. Dokken,
Metallica and Kingdom Come. Although the concert is scheduled for
Saturday, July 16, the exact location
is not known, but for any heavy
metal fan this is one show that
should not be missed.
You say that your money supply is
so low that actually going to one of
these concerts is highly unlikely? No
problem! SJSU has a great rock concert of their own. No way, you say!
Well, it’s the truth.
This Sunday night at 8. SJSU welcomes The Church to the S.U.
Ballroom. Tickets are a nice $9 advance/ $10 at the door for students
and $11 advance/$12 at the door for
general admission, which is much,
much better than going to San Francisco and paying a lot more. Tickets
are available at all Bass outlets or the
A.S. program board.
Tickets for all concerts can be purchased at any Bass outlets, but remember that each ticket you purchase with Bass carries an extra
$2.50 service charge.

A

THEATER
Even though a clear majority of
students at good ’ol SJSU will spend
their valuable time studying for
those dreaded finals, there will be
some very interesting shows happening on campus that deserve to be
checked out.
There is still plenty of time left to
see SJSU’s wonderful production of
Lerner and Loewe’s Camelot at the
University Theatre, located inside
Hugh Gillis Hall West on Fifth and
San Fernando. Performances are tonight, tomorrow and Saturday night
at 8. Tickets are $6 students. $7 general admission. For more information call the box office at 924-4555.
Also at SJSU is the comedy production of Friday The 13th at the
S.U. Ballroom. The comedy Stars
Larry "Bubbles" Brown, Rob
Schneider and Fred Reiss. Ticket
prices are $4 advance/$6 at the door
for students, $5 advance/$6 at the
door for the general public and are

available at the Student Union and
all Bass outlets.
ARTS & ETC.
San Jose State University will
conclude the 1987-88 season with a
final production of the Symphonic
Band. Tuesday May 17. The program will feature the music of the
English school representative of
Gustaf Hoist and R. Vaughan Williams and others different forms of
music. Dr. Vernon Read will conduct the 70 member Symphonic

Band. The concert will be at Concert Hall inside the Music Building
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $2 for students and seniors. $3 general.
Still time to visit Bob Jones’ exhibition of Mars Comes To Judge at
the Union Gallery located on the
third floor of the Student Union. The
exhibit ends Saturday.
That’s all I’ve got to say for now.
have a groovy summer! Driver, The
Odyssey Room in Sunnyvale and
step on it!

tually a studio golf cart customized
to look like a classic Thunderbird
offers his date a tour of the
soundstage, passing set after set until
the couple reach the one posing as
the girl’s apartment. "This is the set
of my apartment," he tells her.
"And this is Camera No. 3, and this
is my studio audience. . ."
By far the funniest episode shown
on Fox to date has to be the program’s opener, in which Shandling
first moves into his apartment, formally occupied by Vanna White.
When a burglar breaks in and steals
all his furnature and possessions, a
cop suggests that "maybe a former
tenant was responsible." The scene
then shifts into a dream sequence
(Shandling sometimes says, "1 feel a
dream sequence coming on"), in
which Garry imagines that Vanna
White is turning the letters on a
"Wheel of Fortune" puzzle that

reads: "I st-le Ga--y Sha-dl-ng’s ff-rm-ure." When the contestent
solves it, she is allowed to bid on the
stolen posessions: "I’d like Garry’s
box of torn underware for $300!"
An excellent support cast helps
prop up Shandling, whose acting
(role-playing?) is not as polished as
it could be. The neighbors, a nerdish
Hush Puppies salesman (Michael
Tucci). his wife (Bernadette Birkett)
and their son (Scott Nemes), all play
along with the television format.
Shandling is a pleasant enough
fellow. His stand-up style humor
isn’t uproariously funny, but it is
consistently pleasing. It’s the unexpected twists and somewhat outrageous steps over the boundries between television program and reality
that make the show so innovative.
This, folks, is a writer’s television
program, and one that doesn’t underestimate the viewers’ intelligence
just their sense of the absurd. This is
just another example that "good, entertaining" television does still
exist.

Vrttannta arrit$
of Almatlen
British Pub and Restaurant
British Food Favourites
served all day

Twelve Imported
Draft Ales S Beers
80 plus Imported Bottled
Beers

PRESENTS
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
MONDAY -THURSDAY 4-7PM - HAPPY HOUR
THURSDAY 9PM -50’s 60’s STYLE ROCK ’N ROLL WITH THE
HYDROMATICS
FRIDAY 9PM - TRADITIONAL BRITISH SING -A -LONG
SATURDAY 9PM- FROM ACROSS THE ATLANTIC, BACK BY
POPULAR DEMAND, LITE ROCK ’N ROLL WITH BITS N PIECES
SUNDAY 2-6PM DIXIELAND JAZZ
5027 ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY. BETWEEN BRANHAM & BLOSSOM HILL
266-0550

TOTALLY LOVE
FRIDAYSI
KHQT PARTY
rt."’

Thousands of $$ given away all night!
97c Draft Beer
No cover from 7-8 pm
Open till 3 00
Breakfast
Dealer car stereo given away

Magic Brands of DJ’s & Bands

Featuring music by
on Friday, May 13

Modern Art

Accepting Applications
Bussers
Waiters/Waitresses
Hostesses
Apply in person Mon-Fri, 3-4 PM
Please use back door bell.
51 N San Pedro
288-7488

Ise

Hot DJ Dancing!
No Cover!
Pool’s Open!

Water Tower Plaza
Campbell. 866 5666

Hail! Hail! The Gang’s All Here!
21

200

North

1st

and over only
Street, San Jose

292-2212

Join us on our
Caribbean
Escape
AND CUP PRE7NT
TUESDAY liTIGHT

LIVE
NEXT TOES 5/17

SKID
’N
MOJO
WITH

Now through May you can get o taste Of the
best food and spirits that the island has to offer

island shrimp firepot
fresh ahi jamaica
caribbean kabobs
cayman cooler
ragin cajun martini
shark bite
The Items listed above are just a few of our exotic
choices. so come In and sample a bit of the Islands

LARRy’’Bui3DLE_si" 5ricmti

HOBO

TD( AT BASS OR DOOR

Rota Schneider

18 AND OVER
WELCOME

FReo Reiss

(TUESDAYS ONLY)

DOORS OPEN AT 7PM
SHOW STARTS AT 9PM

200 N FIRST ST
SAN JOSE 292-2212

COMEDY SHOW
With
Friday May 13th, SJSU Student Union Ballroom
Students $4 adv./$6 door General $5 adv./ $6 door

THE RUSTY PELICAN
Take Wolfe Rd exit north off highway 280

Doors open at 7pm. Show starts at 8pm
Tickets available at Bass and Student Union
Call 924.6260 for info Funded by Associated Students

110.11111111.P,
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Supervisor candidate sets
priorities for S.J., County
Dani Parkin
Dady stall writer
Bob 1 avengood. the mayor of
filpitas and candidate for County
Supervisor. after assuring the SJSU
Student Democrats that it was an
trologically good day to speak, discussed current political issues.
. He said Wednesday that all the issues "fall under the umbrella of
quality of life. He cited transportation, (oxic!: and education as the
iimst important of these.
avengood blames Gov. George
)eukinctian and the Republican administration fir the current downtiid California education.
"Deukmejian wants to look like a
kb
by sending out $30 checks to
.-verybody in the state when what he
Mould be doing is using it for education." Livengood said.
He said more money needs to be
put into education and the class size
of our schools must be reduced.
I ivengood said BART should delmilely be extended into San lose to
.mmect the region and ease conges-

don’t know the danger." Livengood
said.
He said citizens must ’turn to industry and adopt a system where
they help pay for the clean up and
disposal problems.
Asked how he would get enough ,
money to accomplish his goals, he
said, "The money is all there. It’s a
function of priorities. I believe in a
strong defense but Reagan has gone
too far.
"With a Democrat in the presidential office priorities will be realized," he said.
But if a Democrat does not ascend ,
to the Oval Office, "all you can do
Bob Livengood,
is go in and fight a good fight. We
mayor of Milpitas will fight our battles when they come
up.
We need to change the current I
"You will not get people out of system in which "the only people
their cars and riding until a good net- well represented are chief executive
work is set up." Livengood said. officers of large corporations," Liv"Light rail is inadequate."
engood said.
He said toxics need to be ad"I always put my home phone
dressed as an issue in the county. number on campaign literature,"
"People don’t even know they are Livengood said. "I’m very accessiworking with toxic chemical, They ble and responsive."

’ Deukmejian wants
to look like a hero by
sending out $30
checks to everybody
in the state when he
should be using it for
education.’

Dukakis leads Jackson for June 7, poll shows
NEW YORK (Al-’)
Gov. Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts
holds a commanding lead over
Jesse Jackson among likely Democratic voters in California’s June 7
presidential primary, a Gallup poll
said Wednesday.
Dukakis was supported by 67

percent of the 487 Democrats surveyed. to 26 percent for Jackson,
with 7 percent undecided or favoring someone else.
Dukakis also led slightly in the
state in a hypothetical general election race against the likely Republican nominee, Vice President

George Bush, with 46 percent of
1.205 registered voters backing
Dukakis. 42 percent for Bush and
12 percent undecided or choosing
another.
In a hypothetical Bush -Jackson
race. Bush led with 58 percent to
ii percent for Jackson.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Part-time Employment
Year Round
Package Handlers

$8.00 - $8.35
PER HOUR

SPRING INTO FIRSTTIME NEW-CAR
?i iEXCITEMENT
P1111-1AC

Starting Times:
5:00 PM
10:30 PM
3:00 AM

Pt InwEB,,yER

Five Days A Week
No Weekends
3 to 5 Hours Daily
Positions Available
in Sunnyvale

FINANcE PLAN
TONR

$649 OFF
OS 00610,
QUALIFoo sif-0;P8ril’UNT
CAR
etiqRs

For Further Information Visit:

ALMADEN
PONTIAC

The Career Planning and Placement Center in BC-13
An Equal Opportunity Employer Male/Female

765 West Capitol Expwy, San Jose 448-1500

PONTIAC Y COLLEGE GRADUATE AND
FIRST-TIME BUYER FINANCE PLANS
CONGRATULATIONS! YOU DESERVE
A LOT OF CREDIT FOR YOUR
COLLEGE ACHIEVEMENTS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT
through GMAC Pontiac Pays
the down payment of up to
5% of the cash selling price

DEFERRED FIRST PAYMENT
beginning 90 days after
nurc hose

YOU ARE ELIGIBLE
IF YOU HAVE:
’ Receipt of o degree
Verifiable permanent employment
or commitment for employment
No derogatory credit
’ Acceptance by GMAC

FIRST-TIME BUYERS!
$600 allowance that can be applied towards
the down payment on selected all new
1988 PONTIACS
Establish strong credit through GMAC.
All we require is:
No derogatory credit history
No prior new auto financing
Verifiable satisfactory employment
and residence
Acceptance by GMAC

Wes Behel Pontiac
3350 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, California
244-9352

4011r);10)1ft".
prrepac01;F uT
.
I 4r

1111110k
las*

0

PUBLIC
INSURANCE
IT’S NO PROBLEM

"Even if you’ve had
some tough road trips
you can win at Public."
Randy Cross

An accident or some tickets can make the road to getting car
insurance very bumpy So can having no prior insurance
Unless, of course, you call Public Insurance We offer unlucky
drivers low rates, a low downpayment you can charge on your credit
card and payments spread over twelve inonths, Were here till 9 PM
everyday

Call now for a quote.

1-800-345-1995
Use Your 14110 rn = Credit Card

PONTIAC
-.
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GameIan Ensemble Young girls were seer’s first clients
White House astrologer may
to perform Friday
By Laura M. I.ukas
Daily staff writer
Like the interwoven patterns
common to Indonesian art, the
music of the Javanese GameIan is
lavish with intricacies. The SJSU
GameIan Ensemble, under the direction of Trish Neilson, will fill
the Music Building’s Concert
Hall with its traditional Javanese
music Friday night at 8:15.
Neilson, who began her game Ian training at SJSU under the instruction of Lou Harrison in
1978, teaches a gamelan class
with the music department. As a
requirement of all instrumental
classes in the music department,
the students in Neilson’s class
must perform in some sort of an
ensemble. Hence. the GameIan
Ensemble.
Neilson says that SJSU Game Ian is gaining popularity in the
San Jose area due to its interesting sound and because "it doesn’t
take a long time to get used to."
The ensemble, which performs
every semester, also performs at
invitationals. The GameIan Ensemble has toured California,
performed at the Saratoga Springs

Music Festis al in New York, and
was invited by the Indonesian
government to play at the World
Exposition in Vancouver, Canada.
But its popularity is taking it on
its most important trip so far: the
Indonesian Wayang Festival in
Jakarta. Indonesia, in July.
Traveling with the ensemble is
UC-Santa Cruz’s Wayang Golek.
a Sudanese rod puppet theater directed by Kathy Foley. Wayang
Golek will also be performing
with the SJSU Gamlen Ensemble Friday evening.
Victor Manning. a student of
Neilson’s, will have his gamelan
piece. Krakatoa’s Bacchanal,
performed by the ensemble. Manning wrote the prize-winning
piece for a composition contest
Neilson held last semester.
The gamelan is an ensemble of
percussion instruments
drums.
gongs, metallophones, flutes,
strings of varying sizes that
create a resonant, richly layered
sound. "It’s essentially a percussion type of sound," Neilson
said. "But not necessarily loud."

also advise business executives

SAN FRANCISCO (API The
stargazer whose observations reportedly dictate White House scheduling
got her start advising teen-age girls
and has quietly built a clientele that
colleagues say likely includes Fortune 500 executives.
But despite her success, Nob Hill
socialite and astrologer Joan Quigley
remains unhappy about being thrust
into the public spotlight and having
her profession lampooned. She contends her role has been "greatly exaggerated.
The same disdain for the sensationalism associated with astrology
as well as her father’s disapproval
had led her to write secretly under
the name "Angel Star" early in her
career.
"This whole thing is very embarrassing to me," she said in a telephone interview from her luxurious
hilltop apartment on Tuesday. two

IMMEDIATE
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

Copies
5C
kinkois
.310 S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST.
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

Schulz, 65, declined comment.
"We’ve talked it over with police
officers and we’ve decided not to say
anything," he said.
Neighbors of the cartoonist said
the two men entered the home about
10 p.m., shortly before Schulz’s
daughter, Jill, came up the driveway
of the hilltop home. The daughter
saw what was happening and raced
to the home of a neighbor, who
called for help.
Sheriff’s deputies arrived and
Santa Rosa police set up a road block
to check all cars leaving the area.

MAC & PC
RENTALS

Females, and Spanish speaking (bilingual) men and women
are encouraged to apply. Starting salary $241010 $3011/mo.
Age 20-31. For information and application contact your local
CHP office or call (415) 863-7848

(408) 746-2945
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Fair Mall. Santa Clara
(408)249-7558
Santa Cruz. 1379 Pacific Avenuti
(408)426-3337

Special

COLLEGE GRADUATE
Program

TEDDY BEARS DELIVERED
With FREE balloon bouquet
Starting at only $20.00
Over 100 personalities to choose from
including graduation bears
Call or stop by
TEDDY WEAR

Computers To Go
539S. Murphy S’Vale

Bodywear
Sweat;16...<

Finance

Short & Long-Term
Bring Ad & Student Body Card 1,,
10% Discount. Valid until 15128/5.,

(year-round)

University lypographles
BO E San Carlos San Jose
40E1298-4455 9-12 & 1-5 pm daily (Fr, i,141

STATE TRAFFIC
OFFICER

frowned on astrology as a dubious
profession. But as she became more
successful, he became "more or less
convinced" that it was a valid discipline. Quigley said.
She said she’s an Aries in her late
50s and describes herself as a political astrologer and "technician" with
a small handful of clients.

Swimwear

And you
may ask
yourself,
"Where
is that
beautiful
job?"
Wherever Is a typeset resume can
help you get 1 Un,vers,ty Typograph,cs
make you look your best on paper 530(0, a
one-page resume $25 or students
So don I let the days go by Come io1J1

The California Highway Patrol is
offering a rewarding and challenging career for the position of:

Gunmen enter Schulz’s home;
flee scene when police arrive
SANTA ROSA (AP)
Cartoonist Charles Schulz was confronted in
his home by two masked gunmen
who fled as deputies arrived in squad
cars and helicopters, according to a
published report.
The Santa Rosa Press Democrat
reported in Wednesday’s editions the
incident took place on Sunday and
the sheriff withheld the news at the
urging of Schulz, creator of the popular "Peanuts" comic strip.
"At the request of Mr. Schulz, we
are not issuing a press release," said
Sgt. Gary Henshaw. He said the directive came from Sheriff Dick Michaelsen and was intended to discourage copy -cat crimes.

days after her consulting role to
Nancy Reagan was publicly disclosed.
"I’ve been put in a terrible situation because I’m an ethical person
and I don’t talk about my clients.
But I had to come forward to show
that I am a serious person with a scientific approach to astrology."
Until this week, she had succeeded in avoiding heavy publicity
in spite of her high -society status.
Columnist Herb Caen of the San
Francisco Chronicle wrote Wednesday that the "mysterious and mystifying ... Joan has emerged at last,
world-famous, bathed in starlight,
with a direct line to the White
House."
Daughter of a prominent San
Francisco Republican and hotelier.
the late John B. Quigley, she developed her fascination with astrology
from her mother. After graduating

Phi Beta Kappa from Vassar College, she returned home and learned
formally about it from a local practitioner who "thought I had promise.
The first article she had published
was about astrology for teen-age
girls and was published in Seventeen
magazine. It was the basis of the first
of her three books: "Astrology for
Teens" (under her pen name), "Astrology for Adults" and "Astrology
for Parents of Children and Teenagers."
She tried to keep her business out
of the public eye because her father

*)-9

Quality
4

Winchester Blvd.
San Jose

379-2203
Goad for arry occasion 10’ of! with this at

Reputation

ALMADEN HONDAFT

Teddy Bea Express
1337 S.

Value

Call Ron Zaplawa or George Orozco Fleet Managers

0

745 W. CAPITAL EXPWY
SAN JOSE, CA 95116

266-8200

Are you big enough for an Elephant?

ATTENTION
COLLEGE
SENIORS
AND GRAD
STUDENTS
You may already
qualify for the
Chevrolet-GMAC
College Graduate
Finance Plan
You’ll SAVE $400 on the new
Chevrolet of your choice
Qualifying is easy Call or come in
for more information Leasing
programs available

CARICHNOIET
905 W. CAPITOL EXP
266-4000
SAN JOSE

DON’T WAIT, OFFER
EXPIRES APRIL 30, 1989
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Student takes first at competition
By Joe S. Nappia
Daily start writer
The second annual California
State University student research
competition ended on campus this
weekend with SJSU capturing first
place in the category ot humanifies
and letters.
The winner. Janice Christina
Smith. who is a graduate student
studying library science, took first
place among 14 competitors from
other CSU research students Her
winning presentation was based on
"An Annotated Bibliography of the
Hmong" which earned her $500.
Second place went to Jeanne J. Newman, a graduate student in linguistics at Fresno State. Her topic was
"Black English Dialect Use According to Social Context." She won
S200.
From the behavioral and clinical
sciences, Michael Coover of CSU
Dominguez Hills won first place
among 22 participants for presenting
"Predictive Value of HIV Antibody
Testing." He is a graduate student in
clinical science. The runner-up was
Frank Haist of San Diego State.
SJSU fielded M. Christine Olsen in
this group.
Out of 22 competitors from biological and agricultural sciences.
Erik D. Wilkins of California Polytechnic State University. San Luis
Obispo, swept first place with his
"Use of Sodium to Overcome SelfIncompatibility in an Inbred Broccoli Line." He is majoring in crop
science at the undergraduate level.
Second place went to Dena M.
Hauskens of Chico State. There was
no SJSU competitor.
R. Max Darnell of Sacramento

Graduate student Janice Smith took first
place for her presentation based on "An

Annotated Bibliography of the Elmong."
State won first place among eight
candidates from the business, economics and public administration
category. The winning theme was
"The Role of Industrial Organization in Determining Export Prices: A
Disaggregated Approach." He was
followed by S. Toby Tyler and John
David Pies for their joint research on
"Fiscal Impact of Commercial and
Industrial Development on Local
School Districts." Both of them are
undergraduate students from Sonoma State. majoring in economics.
There was no SJSU competitor.
Chris Davis of Hayward State
took the lead over nine artists within
the creative arts and design category
fir his "Developing A Personal Artistic Fom of Expression" followed
by Sheila Madden of Sonoma State,
Theatwho took a critical look at ’
rical Appraisal of the Wiii ks of Jamaican Playwright Tres ii R hone . ’
Both are graduate students. SJSU
was represent, a by Patricia Joy So
telo who presented "Wallflowers.
In the field of education, Car,’
Suggett Doyle. a graduate stuaent
from Fresno State topped 10 compel
itors with her "Writing to Impros
Reading: A Study of me Authoring
Cycle." Second place went to Michele Tonguett Hawkeswood for re
search on "Predictors of Acadettik
Success: A Study of Mexican-Amei ican FOP Stuents." Both are grad -

uate students. SJSU was represented
by Holly J. Massey.
In engineering and computer science, Hong Shen from San Diego
State was declared the winner among
13 participants. His topic was "A 3D Kinematic Model for the Biomechanical Analysis of Lower Limb
While Cycling." Karin Freuler of
Sacramento State won second place.
SJSU fielded Clifford Teoh.
Out of 21 competitors from physical and mathematical sciences, Rich-

’Boys Club’ members get life sentence
Iwo
REDWOOD CITY I
Billionaire Boys Club members were
sentenced to life in prison without
parole for the death of a one-time
close associate of the Shah of Iran.
One of the men sentenced Tuesday was Reza Eslaminia. the 26year-old son of murder victim Hedayat Eslaminia, who died inside a

0
Position One: Clerical

Position Two: Graphic Arts
PAGEMAKER’ EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

A Deal on Quality Heels
Come in TODAY... You’ll Full in Love With Our Service
Grand Opening
Specials
LADIES’
MEN’S
Rubber
DEELS
HEELS

I $1.95

$5.00 Value
I No Limit
I

$4.50
Reg. S9,0)
Value

Expires 5/30/88
626 Town & Country Village

65 South 1st. Street

San Jose. acro,
fr,rn TK(’ Thratvr

Sen T.,e 1ik
,o1 The I .tarnont

249-0439

29 8- 11 9 1

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A VICTIM
OF FALSE ADVERTISING ???
If you have, do you know what to do?
Who to contact?
These agencies are here to serve you:
Better Business Bureau
County of Santa Clara
(408)978-8703
Dept of Consumer Affairs
(408) 299-4211

Remember they’re here to serve you!!
ghEE
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1 CLASS
10F ’88
I $900
I REBATE
Congratulations!
If you’re a graduating senior
MISSION VALLEY FORD TRUCKS
will give you up to $900 Factory Rebate
to be used as a down payment on a new
’88 FORD TRUCK’.
MISSION VALLEY FORD 8 The Ford Motor Company
have a special Finance Plan for Seniors
who need to establish credit.
Eligible trucks include Rangers, Bronco Ils & Amstar-.

MISSION VALLEY FORD I
L

Mb.

E. BROKAVV RD. AT 880, SAN JOSE 436-2920
immaimime

Ememiamoimun

I

CHINESE CUISINE

FOOD TO GO

1/

Mandarin & Sicehuan Cuisine
Box Lunches
1\
Lunch and Dinner
Delivery
Open Daily, 11:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Sunnyvale
(408) 737-9194
Fremont
(415) 490-6550

I

131 E. Jackson Street
294-3303 or 998-9427

TEMPORARIES
lernporary Personnel Services

Call Jonathan: 280-7777

"While you wait Service"
We also repair
Briefcases and
Luggage
"The Only Gauranteed
Shoe Repair"

Technical
(408) 737-9177

Owner Tony Casillas was not
available for comment.
The agency also canceled another pre -paid tour for 150 students at Wangenheim Junior High
School in Mira Mesa, who were
scheduled to leave today for a
tour of Boston, New York and
Washington.
In Washington. Emerald students were staying four to a room
at a motel paid with emergency
funds taken along by 29 teachers
and parents supervising the trip.
Trip coordinator Kathy Summers said the children were told
Tuesday night that their passes
for hotels and airlines would not
be honored because the travel
agency had not paid for them and
had run Out of money.
"There were some tears but
just like typical seventh and
eighth graders, they are viewing
this as an adventure." she said of
the students, who raised $850
each for the weeklong trip with
fund-raisers.
The trip began last Thursday
and was to end Saturday.

iNthijUPS

Call Us

flexible hours - good pay
COMPUTER EXPERIENCE
BENEFICIAL

steamer trunk en route to Los Angeles in 1984.
San Mateo County Superior Court
Judge Robert D. Miller pronounced
the sentences, ignoring their mothers’ plea for leniency.
Miller ignored the plea in first
sentencing Reza Eslaminia, then
Arben Dosti, also 26.

EL CAJON (AP) -- About 185
students from an El Cajon junior
high school were stranded in
Washington D.C., Wednesday
because the tour company that
planned their field trip ran out of
money.
About 150 people, most angry
parents, attended the Cajon Valley School Board meeting Tuesday night to discuss what would
happen to their children, who
were left with worthless hotel
passes and airline tickets.
Board members unanimously
voted to spend an estimated
$80,000 to continue the Emerald
Junior High School student’s trip
as scheduled until Saturday, but
asked parents to reimburse the
school district.
"My daughter took this trip it
changed her life," trustee Beverly Miller argued. "It is in their
best interest to let them finish the
trip."
East-West Travel and Tours of
San Diego announced Tuesday
that the pre -paid trip was
canceled due to lack of funds.

Need Extra
Money?
San Jose
(408) 241-9800
Mtn. View
(415)969-2100

2 PART-TIME JOBS

ard Stevens’ presentation on "Classical
Analysis
of
Molecular
Hydrogen Near the Threshold for
Four-Particle Breakup" was judged
the best. He is a physics major from
Cal State Fullerton, Kenneth A. Ritley of Sonoma State won second
place. SJSU fielded Mark W. de Wit
and Vance Dunton.
Kathy Lioggin of CSU Dominguez
Hills won first place in the social sciences. She presented "College Students’ Attitudes and Knowledge Regarding
AIDS.". She
is
an
undergraduate student majoring in
psychology. The runner up was Ann
Uyeda of Cal State Fullerton who is
completing graduate studies in
American studies. There were 15
competitors, with no one representing SJSU.

Tour company leaves
185 children stranded

6 hlo,k

North of Santa Clara St.. between 3rd and 4th Streets
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide 1.1 II doily calendar tion, planning and officer elections 277-8225 for information.
for SJSU students, _faculty and staff meeting. (This is the last meeting of
Review: Pot luck BBQ for
organizations. Items may be sub- the semester.) 4:30 p.m. S. t/ . Alma- Spartan
mitted on forms in the Daily office, den Room. Call 263-2312 for infor- members interested in writing for the
tabloid. 4-7 p.m. Call 656-2484 for
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208, but .nation.
information.
will not be accepted over the phone.
Pre-Law Association: Moot Court
Deadline for the next day’s publica- Competition.
5:30-7 p.m. A.S
tion is noon.
FRIDAY
Council Chambers. For information
call 274-8672.
1( ) Y
Hillel Jewish Student Association:
Christian Science Organization: Shabbat dinner. Prof. Harvey GotClube
Lusitania
(Portuguese
liffe will discuss "Jews of New Zealand." 6:30 p.m. Campus Ministry,
300 S. 10th St. Call 294-8311 for information.

Testimony meeting. 3:30 p.m. S.U.
Pacheco Room. Call 245-2389 for
information.

Club): Linguisa Sale 1030 a.m.-2
p.m. FIBQ Pits. Call 262-8044 for
information.

Bahal Club: General Meeting. 7:309 p.m. S.U. Council Chambers. Call
293-381 I for information

Historical Walking Tour: Jack
Douglas, SJSU Special Collections
Librarian, will be the guide for a
Historical Walking Tour of Washington Square. Tour begins in front
of Tower Hall at 12:15 p.m. Call
924-2715 for information.
Gay and lesbian Alliance: Gradua-

Planning and Placement:
Summer Job Hunting Techniques. 2
p.m. Call 294-6033 for information.
Meeting. 7
Art Building, Room 139. Call

le11611r NOW
WOGY.P’lf scrap
617-Rq PEOftf
ml 1Wli4P1Arail

ASSilk

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt
WE WAVE
TO
CONSERUE

an expert to improve the rough draft
of your resume or letter. Typed
drafts will also be critiqued. Noon 1:30 p.m. S.U. Almaden Room.
Call 924-6033 for information.

Amnesty International:

Berke Breathed
REACIZE
IM 60610 IOW
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Career Planning and Placement:
Resume II. A critique session with

Career
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAIR

MODELS for advanced t.h
class
Monday.Thursday-Friday
SAM Call for *opt 279-9694

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
have plans with quality coverage

at affordable prices Call Marla Ellice, Washington National insue
ante, (408)943-9190 for no obligation quote
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth. tay.
and money too For information

and brochure se. as

office or

call (408) 371-6811

700 SI Marys Pi , Solt. 1400, San
Antonio, To. 78205 or call (800)
642-5254
HEAD

COUNSEL OR -UPWARD
BOUND Program 6 20-8 4 88 24
Hour rasiden111 program SJSU

dorms Super-visa 10 staff & 75
high school students Al 1300.141
room & board

BA 1 yr coperi
loom Dead.. 515 WI C219,924.
2567
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A year round
positions available now Salary
I Reguarda. 55 50-0840 hr Pool
managers

$7 0658 60 hr

Call

942-2470

PAN US Witt

monity that values th individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNRARIAN CHURCH of
San Jos, offers creative ...vb.,
stimulating discu.slon. & oppor100111.5 for social action W are
located at ISO N 3rd SI Join us
Sundays alit 0001 call 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
87 PLYMOUTH RELIANT LE. loaded.
mint condition, 911
*stale
.1e. 5.85130 w warranty. 736-8609
78 TOYOTA CORONA. 4 dr. 4 spd.
am fm, low miles, good cond, fellable
new
tires
&
$1 195 bo
980-7624 day,
70 39 eyes
PC.COM

PC.COM

946-

On

_

Ing program to loose who qualify
For Info on CAREER DAY call
446-5566
SUMMER MUSIC -Jazz Improvement,
concert band, chorus, history of
rock n roll San Jo., City College,
268-3789 or 288-3717
SUMMER WORK’ Southwastern Co.
earn $4600 svg with pot.tial
.rning much higher

Build resume and earn college credit For
into call Gary at 377-3040
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

Extended
day 12-6 PM daily Most have ECE
Call
mils, good pay benefits

PC -COW."

IB

FOR SALE
BEDROOM SET. OUEEN MATTRESS
headbrd.

nIghtstands,

dresser
w mirror.
Call 980-2624 days.

5395 Mar

946-2039 eves
THE BREAD 6 ROSES ROOKSHOP is
a unique bookstore. specialising
In books on history, current
avants. labor. Black Americans.
Chicano,
Asian -Americans.
wornen,
Marxism
Written by
Blacks. Chicanos. Asians. labor
activists, Mares. We also have.
in English Smote teats In the social sciences You wont find our
books. posters and mord. in
other stores in the valley in addl.
lion we have fiction and children s books located at 950 S
First SI . San Jo. (3 bike south of
2260) Call 294-2930 for hours
WEDDING DRESS
NEW

WHITE 5120 61

Asking $250 (paid $650)

L.. message (408)377-S36S

BEAUTIFUL

LAKE TAHOE’ Looking
tor fun summer lob? Beg JUNE
dm LABOR DAY PM Full time
Cashiers & stockers POO TA.
NOMA MKT. West Shore Moro
into
1916)525-7411 14061295-

OPPORTUNITY

with

largest Insurance company

340
We

need reliable. slab. people !Nor geed in owning their own business We provide sales & man.
*gement training & guaranteed
Income when qualified Call David
7.her m Dick Adams at 371
4663

evening shifts available Good
voice & downed/ Call Jerry at

once preferred. but not required
Job. available In these areas
masking. diffusion, thick Mims.
thin Mons. ion Imola. All shifts
avallabloo 13.01t. Included Call
408 721.7300 for more Into Equal
opporiunity affirmative
action
employ.,
NIGHT

AUDIT DESK CLERK
Parl
time, apply in person 10 Lodge at
Villa Felice. 15350 Winchastar
Blvd . Los Gatos Ask for Mark I
Romano

OASIS PROMO DEPT needs an ART
AD or PR major for part limo work
Cont.! Tort Eakin at 292.3346
tmust 9.21 or over)
PART TIME BOOKKEEPER for Inlet. national firm Challenging entry
level position. dulles include payroll 4 accounting Flexible hours
Apply In person.1475 S Etmont
Ave. Suite 212 Call 377-9513
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSMONS
available loonedislely $5-SI hr ,
Northern California Nannies. (415)
949.2933
PART-TIME
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
REP This poietion covers flexible
schecluie and requires 1 yr Met
experience and excellant cue
tome sarvic sells We oiler
compantive wag.. plus commis.
eon
INCENTIVE BONUS and

STUDENT
temporary summer

lob. 7 11-8 19 86
30.40
hos wk
(8 00..5 001**)

$5 05-$5 50 hr
MondayFriday
Applications

available in Student Activities &
Service’s Office CAF Bldg Pho.
924.5950 Apply by 5 13 88
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
Minato Japanese ScsI

PT In
Fp In

preferred Call
Mac at 996-9711 for application
Japan..

Rest

DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE OFFICE
Needs amporary receptioniel to
start May 31 thou June 17th Can
work Into permanent part-time position Vocelleno tor student Ray
798 5522
DRIVERS THIS IS THE perfect sum
Me lob" We he. day 6 averring
positions available If you know
your way around the Volley. Mon
this is the lob Or you All you
nmi is your own car A insurance
The hours ars good, but Me pay A
bonuses are *von better We also
haya openings tor Saturdays Call
2866834 for en Interview
ORISTS HEI PER, part Me Hours
negollabla The Rosa lady. 3795673
SSISFOODSERVERS, COOKS, HOSTESS. CASHIERS. and busboys
Callender.
Marie
looking for new

always
Is
enthusiastic

bln our team Apply It
2631 Meridian Ave . or call 26571 30 for appolnlment

wonkers

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL ARS" mli businesses and Investors settio foreign natIonois with
hand

knowledge

of

996-1526

CENTER

and

Music

Listoning

Room are now accepting applications Work Study only Conte.

receptIonists,

available Apply at the tractor’s

ave.

nornk. Wain..., scientific, and
...time conditions In home coon
try for consulting assistance For
into. sand resume to BCS lot I
700 SI Marys P1. Suit. 1.00. San
Antonio, TN, 75205 or call (WO)
621: 2829 Eat 556
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOI
ARS int’l businesses and Investors mok foreign nationals with
hand knowledge 01 50000o010. buena... scientific. and
political Conditions in home coun-

Mal

try for consulling assistance For
Into. sand resume to BCS bt.i.

appointment.

phone

(415)

862-

1020
Math
problems
solved, tutoring by ph., al any
loyal Ses.lons 1 Ito 1 hour Call

got and deo. packages from

Direct core
slat, ne..1 for r.idantial local
tlas for oddments and young
adults with autism A rested dia.

TRAINING SPECIALIST

btlitias FT PT positions available
.rly weekday mornings, at.
oarnoons. weekends. & ovorrnIght
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Speaker: President talks
ram page!
clans are not Africans, she said. And
every time the scholars talk about
.incient Egypt being part of Western
history they are continuing the myth,
tiudarkasa said.
Another myth she exposed was
by the 21st century no one will
even dispute the fact that Columbus
was one of many in a line of explorers (to discover America)."
Much of history has been "whitened or lightened," she explained.
"(1) thought it was an overdue
message though not a new message," said Lewis Flundy, associate
director of the SJSU Educational
Opportunity Program.
Bundy said more credibility is
given to these subjects when they are
discussed by a university president.
"It would be nice if there were
more college presidents who took
that kind of attitude." Bundy said.
He said, "She sees herself as a
curriculum leader."
Sudarkasa spoke about the value
of opening communication between

100W
Matthew E Durham Daily staff photographer

Wrestling coach Kevin Hejnal, left, pleads his case in front of the A.S. Board of Directors. He has 12 wrestlers next season.

Athletes
From page 1
school if their sport is cut. Members
of the concerned sports and the supporting sports have been circulating
petitions to accumulate enough signatures to present to the board.
Sivertsen advised the group’s
speakers to approach the A.S with
the idea of how untimely it is to
make this decision. She also advised
them to list a number of scholar-athletes that are represented in the
group.
The athletes representing the
group will ask the A.S. as well as
SJSU administrators to explore funding alternatives.
Coaches are also concerned with
the scholarships athletes currently
receive.
"We need to know what we are
going to do with the kids who have
already signed a letter of intent."
track coach Marshall Clark said.
"Someone like (track team member) Brian Wicks, who has the best
- - -- -

scholarship. may have a problem if
the program is cut," Clark said.
"We have one athlete, who is a
returner, who wasn’t on scholarship
last year." wrestling coach Kevin
Hejnal said. "He has signed a letter
of intent and a scholarship form."
"I know if they dropped football I
couldn’t go to school," junior
Johnny Johnson said. "I’m here to
support the other athletes. I really
don’t think football will get any
more money if these sports are cut.
We are a tough team even without
the weight/conditioning coach."
Sivertsen said the university is
planning on honoring the scholarships.
Seventeen athletes out of about 50
raised their hands when asked if they
would leave SJSU if their sport was
cut.
If an athlete’s sport is cut, they
could have a problem transferring.
Under NCAA legislation, an athlete
will face penalties if he or she transfers to another institution pending
the status of their eligibility. Some
of SJSU’s athletes will not be able to

transfer because of these limits.
Sivertsen advised athletes of the
sports in question not to isolate the
remaining athletes.
"Don’t get into a situation of
making enemies of those people who
stay on campus," Sivertsen said.
"It’s not the (other athletes’)
fault, it’s the university’s value system. It’s simply what’s going on,"
Sivertsen said. "It has to do with the
kind of program they want to have
and how they are going to go about
having that program. We can’t argue
with the reality that President Fullerton is committed to having a Division -1 football team. I hope this
doesn’t tarnish the football team.
"You won’t be able to pressure
the university into a decision," Sivertsen said. "(Fullerton) will decide in her own time."
"I disagree." Hejnal said. "Fullerton is getting a lot of bad press;
she’ll have to come out. Enough of
the rumors, we need to know."
Hejnal suggested the athletes contact Spartan Foundation members.
The Spartan Foundation is part of the

committee which concentrates on
raising money for intercollegiate athletics.
"If you know these people from
the Spartan Foundation, you know
their money talks," Hejnal said.
-The foundation blackmailed us into
doing our own fundraising. The university only gives us $2,200. We can
hit them with fundraising, where
they need the money."
"We have never been over budget," Clark added. "It burns me up.
They can fire me, but I think they
would rather fire the program."
It is estimated that the department
will pick up $95,000 from the corn
bined salaries of the head coaches of
field hockey, track and wrestling.
Field hockey only claims of having four full -ride scholarships, while
wrestling coach Kevin Hejnal splits
2 1/2 full scholarships, awarded to his
program by the Spartan Foundation,
among 12-15 wrestlers.
SJSU field hockey players have
determined a ripple effect. If their
program is cut, so might programs at
Stanford, Berkeley and Chico State

From page 1
stitutions for major requirements that
do not violate the state educational
code or system -wide policies," she
said.
"I have seen an occasional person
in business who received a waiver of
100W. But it’s an extraordinary person who has had (appropriate)
coursework at another institution,"
she added.
Margolin said that SJSU will excuse some transfer students from the
WST if they fulfilled a similar requirement at another California State
University school. In that case, another course could substitute for
100W.

Library
From page 1
cific reasons for the failures to locate
periodical articles. The area of collection development contains the
most frequent reason (nearly 45 percent of location failure) why students
cannot locate articles.
The precise reason stated in the
survey is, "the library does not own
the periodical."
According to the survey nearly 50

students and faculty of every culture.
"Our world will be better off by
being exposed to a time of pluralism." Sudarkasa said.
She suggested the means to
achieve pluralism could be derived
through the interaction of historically black colleges and predominantly white colleges.
Sudarkasa said historically black
colleges are better at retaining students, while predominantly white
colleges are better at providing
learning facilities.
"We know how to educate. They
(predominantly white colleges) have
the resources," she said.
She suggested an exchange and alliance form between the two. This
exchange program would include the
interaction of students and faculty.
Sudarkasa said teachers need to be
more sensitive.
"It is not necessary to use racial
slurs to perpetuate racism." she
said.
You can accomplish the same
thing by simply ignoring students of
color, Sudarkasa said.
Because the majority of SJSU are
transfers, she said, "There are
bound to be substitutions that are
made for majors."
Those exempt from the WST fall
into three categories:
Students who pass a similar
writing test at another CSU campus.
Students who have already
passed the waiver exam.
Graduate students.
The waiver exam will be given for
the last time on July 16, one week
after the WST’s second test date
Roth G.E. and the Office of Testing
and Evaluation advise students 1,,
register only for the WST.
Mara Southern, director of testing
and evaluation, called the new poi icy "a solution to accomplish two
things at one time."
percent of user failure problems ate
related to lack of funds used to put
chase materials.
Academic Senators discussed
some of the ramifications of the Ii
brary’s current financial distress.
Library Director Ruth Halter ad
dressed the Senate.
She said. "The reason why patrons can’t find material in the library is because it isn’t there."
Hafter continued. "The odds of
the material not being there continue
to keep creeping up on us, making
the situation almost unbearable."

STUDENT PARKING NEWS!
$81 FEE!

Fall 1988 introduces a new range of CSU student parking fees, in the case of SJSU, $81.00
per semester. At the same time, the use of quarters will be discontinued and you will be
required to purchase a parking pass to park in the garage - no pass, no parking!

MAIL ORDER!

How do you buy your parking pass? Simple. Beginning in July, you will receive detailed
information - and an application - in your Add-Drop registration package. Take advantage
of this offer! Just mail us back the application and a check and we’ll mail you a parking pass
in return. We expect long lines on campus after school starts.

ALTERNATIVES!

By the way, at the Seventh Street Garage you will be able to pay $2.00 a day, but only when
space is available. Park and Ride will no longer be free - either show your pass when you
drive into the lot or pay $2.00 on the bus.

CAR POOL!

Alternatives to driving by yourself are available and you should give them serious
consideration!
To encourage carpooling, we have just reduced the eligibility for a carpool permit from three
riders to TWO! Two or more students may now share the cost of a parking pass, which
entitles them to preferential parking in the Seventh Street Garage.

RIDE THE BUS!

Ride the bus or Light Rail - County Transit blankets Santa Clara County with fast, frequent
services, including an express bus connecting with BART. Discount passes are available at
the A.S. Business Office.

BIKES & MOPEDS

Ride a bike - rent a locker!
How about a moped? Motorcycle passes are only $20.25 per semester.

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924-6556

